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FILTERS

Designed for war

Unique characteristics of many (ITC filters are
the result of years of research on core materials
and filter structures. We are proud of our part in
the development of filters for wartime electronics.
Here are a few typical elements, based on UTC
design, which have led to UTC leadership in this
field.

May we design a "Victory"
unit to your application?

known radio
The now well
36 pounds
range filter weighed was subwhen it originally
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Designed for high frequencies, the Q of this
coil is 300 at 20,000 cycles.
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"MY BOY OWNS THIS PLACE!"
Some time ago I retired, just a good, old- fashioned, real American retirement ... thought I had served my time and done
my.. shat e.
When the war started I went back to work ... a good tool maker
can do.a lot to help lick those fellows, you know. And it is fun
to work for my boy. I'm proud cf him and proud of America
that makes men like him possible. He had the same start I had
only now he owns this shop. And that is one of the things we
are all fighting for -- to preserve that American FREEDOM of
opportunity.
Pardon me, I've got work to do now. When the war's over look
me up -on the front porch.

BUY MOFE BONDS!

IliIIIiucraffuE!u-s
CHICAGO, U.

D
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Model S -29 (illustrated). A
completely self- contained
portable short wave communications receiver.

PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
From Alaska to Australia, Hallicrafters short wave radio communications equipment is in the front

lines of communications with our
military forces. No task is too great
for this rigidly constructed, time tested communications equipment.
Built from peace time BUY
experience to serve our MORE
BONDS!
country in war time.

When once again Hallicrafters can
make available communications
receivers for civilian use, there will
be many important engineering advancements for better performance.

IiaIIicrafIrs
CHICAGO,

U.

S.

A.

World's Largest Exclusive Manufacturer of
Short Wave Radio Communications Equipment
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CHECKING THE EXACTNESS OF THE ANGLES
OF THE SLICE, OR WAFER, OF A CRYSTAL

In a precision crystal the frequency changes very little
over a wide temperature range. This is determined almost
entirely by the angle of the cut. The exactness of the
angle of the slice, or wafer, kert within tolerance of a few
minutes, is checked by X -ray to insure absolute accuracy.

PRODUCTS COMPANY
1519 MOCEE STREET. KANSAS CITY. MO.

Producers of Approved Precision Crystals for Radio Frequency Control
t

*
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There's an inside story of capacitors, too.
The genius of Roentgen is helping select the A -l's, not

my in the field of medicine but also for quality inspection of
molded capacitors.

Today, fluoroscopic inspection is an established procedure
at Solar, assuring accurate centering of windings in Domino
Molded Paper Capacitors. This "ounce of prevention" guarantees capacitors which truly reflect "Quality Above All "!

SOLAR DOMINO TYPE MPW

Solar Manufacturing Corporation, Bayonne, New Jersey.

r
1

CAPACITORS: ELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITORS-11-r

MICA

PAPER

TRIMMER

ARM

r

FN
1-CA

TRANSMITTING

EDITORIAL

THE RADIO- ELECTRONIC FIELD
* There is as much confusion over what constitutes the
field of radio and the field of electronics as there is
over who invented radar. But, by averaging the opinions on the former, it would seem that electronics is
everything except radio, that radio is communications
only, and that radar is a field apart. On the other
hand, there is another school of thought supporting
the assumption that electronics is radio, radar, television, and anything else using an electron tube.
None of this is really important so long as a popular
definition of the word electronics does not make it
appear that our editorial scope is limited to the field
of communications. Since this possibility exists, we
are using the appendage "radio-electronic" on our front
cover as a means of more precisely defining the field
we have covered from the outset. It means, simply,
that RADIO concerns itself with the application of
radio -frequency currents, and therefore naturally covers the fields of broadcasting, communications, television, radar, radiothermics, radiolocation, radiocontrol,
and the many other applications of radio- frequency
currents that are bound to develop in the future.
U. S. RADAR

* In the address delivered at the War Production
Conference of the Radio Manufacturers Association
by Ray C. Ellis, Director of WPB Radio and Radar
Division, he remarked that the radio -radar equipment
used by America's fighting services is much superior
to captured German and Japanese apparatus. Combat experiences, with radar in particular, he said, have
been such as to hold spellbound and speechless the most
experienced and hardened military experts.
Complimenting the radio industry on its military
production job, Mr. Ellis stated that through the remainder of this year and through the first half of
1944 some four billion dollars worth of radio and
radar equipment must be produced, with constant
changes in design.
"The enormity of our task is so great that it can
hardly be conceived," said Mr. Ellis. "The production
of one order for a single type of radar model exceeded
in value the entire cost of the Boulder Dam hydroelectric project."
LONG -RANGE PLANNING
* In his talk leiorc the Annual Luncheon Meeting of
the Radio Manufacturers Association, James L Fly,
Chairman of the FCC, made some very pertinent remarks regarding long -range planning for the post -war
period.
Said Mr. Fly, "Before plunging into a post -war
period we ought to pledge ourselves to ask the same
questions we did when entering this present emergency
period. The terms peace and war are merely reversed
8

in the query. Sooner or later we must again ask ourselves : Can the radio industry survive the transition
from war to peace ? Can our post -war economy keep

this vastly expanded industry, with its additional plants
and its increased payroll, busy in the years to come?
Can it meet the great potential public demand in a manner which will result in optimum benefits to the public?
And, can the transitional period be bridged without
undue dislocation ?"
Mr. Fly's answer is long-range planning: "For
twenty years this industry, just like every other industry, has been completely occupied with short -range
planning-with getting ready for next year's model.
Soon you will have an opportunity to plan -and to get
off the endless treadmill of short-range planning. Ask
yourselves `Along what lines should radio develop over
the next decade?'
"No group of producers and engineers have ever
had placed upon them a more serious challenge. We
must not plan anything that will fall outside the realm
of sound engineering and good judgment. But if we
can tell during the next year what general lines radio
services should and will follow five or even ten years
from now, we should be derelict in our greatest duty
to ourselves and to the public were we to fail to plan
now. This is an opportunity unparalleled in the history of the radio industry and paralleled in very few
industries at any time.
"When peace comes these problems must be solved.
Shall we run headlong into them and solve them on
the spur of the moment, or shall we devote what time
we can to lay a groundwork in advance? A look at
the allocation pattern today should serve as a reminder
that planning is well worth the effort. The sad experience of prior years resulted in more careful planning
in the FM and Television bands. We laid out these
bands with as much forethought and ingenuity as
could be mustered. After this war, we must do better
still, and insure that all phases of radio will be re- established on a firm and spacious foundation, broad enough
and soundly enough designed to make possible indefinite advances along the lines of improved public service. At the same time radio services that can be unified must be unified. The public will not tolerate the
idea of a heavy investment in each of several forms
of regular radio service, or a living room full of radio
boxes.
"Not the least challenging of our ultra -modern developments is the opening of the limitless ranges of the
higher frequencies. Yet the development of varied and
extensive uses of radio continues to keep demand ahead
of supply. We cannot, in the foreseeable future come
any nearer to the complete satisfaction of the frequency
demand than the greyhound comes to the mechanical
rabbit. Yet there is the problem and we must keep
after it."
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FOR DESIGN PURPOSES
Now you can take advantage of the small size and outstanding
dependability of the RCA 866 -A/866 Half-Wave Mercury -Vapor
Rectifier on high current applications -up to a peak inverse voltage
of 2,000 volts maximum!
Improvements incorporated months ago make these new ratings
just as conservative as the original lower current rating on which
the reputation of this famous rectifier was built.

-

FOR REPLACEMENT PURPOSES
Obviously, the higher current rating for the RCA 866 -A/866 has no
particular bearing on replacement applications of the tube where
use is based on the old rating -but the improvements which make
it possible do. They mean greater dependability, a greater margin
of safety at the old ratings -and consequent longer life to the tune
of hundreds of additional hours.

RCA RADIO- ELECTRONIC TUBES
RCA

Victor Division, RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA, Camden, N.

Buy Wo' Bonds and Stamps Every Payday!

J.

EVERY,JYIINUTE
PRODUCTION LINES
MUST NOT SLOW DOWN!
Lafayette Radio is strategically
located to give you quick deliveries on radio
and electronic parts and equipment. Millions of items have been shipped from Chicago, the shipping hub of the nation, to
industrials, training schools and all branches
of the armed services. Lafayette's procurement and expediting service has helped to
prevent work stoppages on many' vital war
production lines.
Many instances are on record wherein Lafayette has made immediate delivery
on hard -to -find key items, eliminating costly
delays in giant armament programs. This is

because Lafayette handles the products of
every nationally known manufacturer in
the radio and electronic field. A single order to Lafayette, no matter how large or
how small, will bring prompt delivery of
all your requirements.

A

BUY
WAR

BONDS

Free -130 page Catalog-"Radio and
Electronic Parts and Equipment." Write
901 If'. Jackson, Chicago, Ill. Dept. 6F3
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GUARDIAN

Today they are off the air
voices stilled
home -built rigs carefully covered. For most of yesterday's "hams" are lending their experience, knowledge, and ingenuity to the war effort
creating and perfecting new communication devices
the amazing new flight recorder,
for instance
or Radar. But whether they work in a wartime lab or
have their "office" in a Fortress, they are still close to one of their early
friends -"Relays by Guardian ".

...

...

...

One of the newer developments is a multi -purpose aircraft radio relay
pictured at the right. It is built in contact combinations up to three pole,
double throw. Coils are available in resistances from .01 ohm to 15,000
ohms. At 24 vpits DC it draws 0.12 amperes. This relay is also built for
AC with a contact rating of 12V2 amperes at
0 volts, 60 cycles. Standard AC voltage is 92 -125 volts but coils are available for other voltages.
1

Aircraft Radio Relay
DC Model

1

AC Model

-

Bulletin 345
Bulletin 340

Write on your business letterhead for these new bulletins: B -8, Six pages of Aircraft Contactors -195, Midget
and Signal Corps Relays
B2A, Aircraft Relay
SC65, Solenoid Contactor.

-

-

GUARDIAN
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This is the shorting

TECHNICANA

type. As the

arm is rotated from one position
to another the adj ]cent contact
points are "shorte I" (bridged).

RADIO RELAY ANTENNA

A

NEW RADIO RELAY

antenna for studio -

to- transmitter service has been developed by engineers of the General Electype.
rotated from one

This is -he non- shorting

As the crm is

position to another, the arm
lifts up, and only one contact
is touched at a time.

THE No. 4605

OTHER SHALLCROSS
Switches are designed for
use in your particular

many Shallcross
Switches extensively used
in istruments and in
many other applications.
is one of

field.

let Shallcrcss
your problems.
Address Dept.

answer

CAE

SHALLCROSS

tric Electronics Department, Schenectady, N. Y. It is designed for relaying
FM programs from studio to the main
transmitter via any one of the 23 assigned channels centering on 337 megacycles. One of the new antennas is in
operation at Schenectady where it is
installed atop a building to relay programs of FM station W85A, with studios in the building, to the station':
main transmitter in the Helderherf
Mountains, 12 miles away.
According to M. W. Scheldorf, G -r.
electronics engineer, "The antenna concentrates its radiation in a narrow
beam in the desired direction only, in
accordance with well defined and narrow limitations of the Federal Communications Commission. The antenna
consists essentially of five sets of simple dipole antennas, properly mounted

ROTARY SELECTOR

SWITCHES USE SOLID SILVER CONTACTS,
BECAUSE SOLID SILVER
.

..

1. Has the highest conductivity of materials
available.
superior to silver -plating which wears off,
resulting in high resistance contacts.
3. Should it corrode the sulphide formed does not
appreciably increase the contact resistance.
Is

ezeattp. agd Valeeta

-

o

and connected electrically in a manner
to achieve the necessary radiation pattern. The entire electrical system is
mounted within a nonmetallic housing
which protects it from rain, snow and
ice. It is made to mount easily on a
single metal pole."

Accurate Resistors- Switches Special Equipment and
Special Measuring Apparatus for Production and Routine Testing of Electrical Equipment on Military Aircraft
... Ships ... Vehicles ... Armament ... and Weapons

BOMBER NOSE TEST CHAMBER

:\

1111P1.E ALTITUDE test chamber for
aircraft radio and electronic equipment,
in which engineers can now for the

first time see the entire apparatus in
operation under conditions duplicating
[Continued on page 151

COLLINGDALE, PENNA.
12
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... who use Variable Resistors
The products of the Chicago Telephone Supply Company
have been standard for high quality and fine workmanship
throughout the world for 46 years. Chicago Telephone
Supply has specialized in variable resistors (carbon and
wire wound) for 15 years and production of them in the
last peacetime year exceeded 14 million. Wartime production must remain a military secret but Chicago Telephone
Supply will continue to serve the electronic industries with
the quality workmanship and the service that customers
have grown accustomed to during the years.

Chicago Telephone Supply facilities are also being used
to produce plugs, jacks, switches (separate and in combination with variable resistors), and inquiries are invited
from manufacturers on these or similar items. Chicago
Telephone Supply stands ready to serve you in your plans
for the present and the future.
Plugs Jacks Switches
Variable Resistors

Representatives
R. W. Farris
127 E. Thirty -first St.

Kansas City, Mo.
Phone: LOgan 0234
Frank A. Emmet Co.
2837 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

tr

*

Telephone Generators
and Ringers

Branch Offices
Hutchinson, Jr.
Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone: Walnut 5369
S. J.

401 N.

In Canada:
C. C. Meredith 6 Co.

Streetsville. Ontario

ThoweelGi.a!ivrets oitaG""Y
RADIO

/

7
/f
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*
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GREAT

NEW

ONOR RAPH'RAD
C

OMgINA1'Io N
Anew and d_stinetly better type of home radio combination was Lbout ready to make its bov to the
American public when war drafted the complete
Motorola facilities. Had this static and noise -free
F -M receiver been seen and heard by the general public, it would have aroused unqualified enthusiasm ...
whetted an ay petite that will have to be satisfied
when Peace owe again releases electronic talents and

10

skills war -sharpened for radio's greatest progress and
achievement. In the interests of national defense,
Motorola is now delivering the finest in F -M emergency broadcast and receiving equipment. You may
look for notable scientific developments in F -M radius
from Motorola engineers. We Can't say when... but
we can say that no one will be ready sooner.
Expect big things from Motorola!

"-

THE ARMY -NAVY ''E
Awarder or excel:ence in the production of Communications Equipment for America's Armed Forces

Motorola Radio Communications Systems
Designed and Engineered to Fit Special Needs

GALVIN
14

HICAGO

FG. CO
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[Continued from page 12]
the stratosphere seven and one - half
miles up, has been developed by the
RCA Victor Division of the Radio Corporation of America.
Built of transparent Plexiglas, the
chamber is actually the unfinished nose
of a bombing plane. Because of the
transparent construction, it makes possible the complete testing and inspection of any piece of radio apparatus
by several engineers at one time and
materially speeds test work. This new
construction has eliminated the difficulties found with standard test chambers
which are constructed of metal and
permit vision only through small portholes.
Defects in design, which normally
would remain hidden until actual high
altitude flights could be made, are now
spotted at a glance. An entire complement of test instruments and meters
may be connected to the apparatus under test and plainly viewed by the
project engineers.
This chamber is cone -shaped, about
four feet high and five feet in diameter
at its base. It is just less than one -inch
thick and capable of withstanding tremendous shocks and pressures. An airtight seal is accomplished by fitting a
heavy platform, arranged for mounting radio apparatus under test, with a
ring of soft rubber. The test chamber
cone is then lowered until its base rests
on the rubber ring. As the air is withdrawn by a powerful suction pump, the
atmospheric pressure on the outside of
the chamber forces it down into the
rubber ring and creates a perfect air
seal.
OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS

WHERE WORDS ARE WEAPONS
ON a

they may hear the whine of a
Japanese sniper's bullet . .. men
of the U. S. Signal Corps toil incessantly to maintain communication lines. On these slender
strands may depend the loss or
retention of a vital Pacific outsuccess or defeat in a
post
the future of free
hard war
the earth.
all
over
peoples
This is a war of communication and on the front lines are

MUSCLE SPASMS

infantile paralysis victims, industrial and war cripples may
he improved through data recorded by
a twelve - element oscillograph developed in the Myodynamics Laboratory
of the University of Rochester School
of Medicine. Capable of recording all
factors essential for the study of' foot
functions while walking, this instrument is the result of 17 years of research conducted under the direction
of R. Plato Schwartz, M.D., head of
the Division of Orthopedics.
Resistance disks are applied to six
points on the bottom of each foot.
Each disk is smaller, and slightly thicker than a dime, so that the records may
he made either barefoot or with the
[Continued on page 1R1
TREATMENT OF
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hot, steaming jungle isle

... where at any moment

...

...

products manufactured by Utah
Radio Products Company . . .
with the Navy in Pacific waters
with the Air Corps over
.
.
enemy- occupied territory ... with
the Army on desert sands.
When bullets begin to fly -dependability and non- failing action are indispensable. These
qualities have been built into
.

Utah products at the factory
where soldiers of production are
working 100% for Victory. In
the laboratory, Utah engineers
and technicians are working

around the clock, developing
new ways to meet communica-

tion problems -making improvements on devices now in
action.
Out of the solution of war
communication problems . .
out of the exhaustive research
will come
now going on
sound improvements and new
Utah products for the homes and
factories of America.
Utah Radio Products Company, 841 Orleans St., Chicago,
Ill. Canadian Office: 560 King
St. West, Toronto. In Argentine:
UCOA Radio Products Co., SRL,
Buenos Aires. Cable Address:
UTARADIO Chicago.
.

...

PARTS FOR RADIO, ELECTRICAL AND

ELECTRONIC

DEVICES,

INCLUDING

SPEAKERS, TRANSFORMERS, VIBRATORS,
UTAH -CARTER PARTS, ELECTRIC MOTORS

JUNE, 1943
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Reliability

* BUILT IN
for The Nerve Centers of Air Lines
The dependability of Wilcox equipment has been proved in use by
leading air lines. Today, the entire output of Wilcox factories goes to
military needs. Wilcox was chosen to help win the war by "building
in" reliability for vital communications. When the war is over, Wilcox
facilities will be ready to keep pace with a greater air -borne world.

Wtlwx Installations. Photo, ourtesy American Airlines

There

MUST

Communication Receivers

Aircraft Radio
Airline Radio Equipment
Transmitting Equipment

Be

Dependable Communications

WILCOX ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Quality Manufacturing of Radio Equipment
14th & Chestnut

Kansas City, Missouri

JUNE, 1943
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LETHAL WEAPON
IN THE WAR
ON U-BOATS

THE NEW SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS
profoundly changed the art of war. On land, in the
air, above and below the surface of the sea, our forces
fight today with electronic weapons of incredible power,
speed, precision. It is satisfying to the men of Radio to
know that these weapons have proved so successful on
every battlefront where our boys, planes, tanks and
ships have come to grips with the enemy.
has

The revelations concerning RADAR and its part in
the war came as no surprise to those whose job is to
supply our fighting forces with modern electronic
equipment. Since before Pearl Harbor these Americans have been working shoulder to shoulder with
our armed forces in applying the power of electronics
to the art of war. Out of this united effort have come
fighting weapons never before known -on land, at
sea or in the air. In this pioneering work it has been
National Union's privilege to play a progressively

increasing part. A greater National Union has been
built to cope with vastly larger responsibilities. Today,
National Union is ready to consult with and assist
other manufacturers in the use of electronic tubes.
Tomorrow, when peace comes-when the industrial
usage of electronics gets the green light -engineers
and production men will find at National Union unexcelled service and cooperation in perfecting new
electronic applications for the production, testing and
packaging of their products.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION

NEWARK, N. J.

LANSCALE, PA.

NATIONAL UNIS
RADIO ANas

Transmitting Tubes

Cathode Ray Tubes

Volume Controls

Photo Electric Cells

RADIO

*

Receiving Tubes

Special Purpose Tubes

Exciter Lamps

JUNE, 1943
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Panel Lamps

Condensers

Flashlight Bulbs
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She Doesll't Near
a Fiillorin

...hut,

tL'1

.... helping win the war!
She and several hundred others here at Scientific
Radio Products Co.
They're turning out the perfect crystals that put
life into the radio equipment of our armed forces,
-and keep alive the vital
communications on which
depend the very lives of
our armies.
With two ingredients r r r
loyalty plus skill ... they're
forming crystals that are
dependable.
Although we're busy
with Uncle Sam's needs
right now, our facilities are
such that we can take care
cmpr tiort
.r 16. irnt teainp in an Im
of your requirements too!
portant Job! Cry.tal» most perform perfectly In all degree.. Fighting men depend
Write us.
on our accuracy!

Ernest Barth records gait pattern of nurse with oscillograph.

subject w. caring various types of footwear. The current passed by each of
these disks varies in proportion to the
pressure exerted upon it as the patient
walks. By means of a suitable cable
each disk is connected to one of the
12 high sensitivity General Electric
galvanometer elements. A tiny mirror
in each galvanometer reflects a pin
point light beam as the galvanometers
deflect in response to pressure changes
on respective disks.
Focussed through an optical system,
these beams strike a strip of photographic paper eight inches wide, 20Q
ft. long, which is moved past a slit aper-
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Record obtained of walking characteristics. Portion in circle shows
record of muscle action current.
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To capture the power of the electron -to make it
behave and do a specific job -often requires control devices
which must be carefully selected and precisely engineered to fit
the conditions of the problem.
Automatic Electric relays and stepping switches, by bridging
the gap between the electron tube and the job to be done, are
helping to take new electronic ideas out of the laboratory and
put them to practical use. They are the "muscles" that make
electrons go to work.
Automatic Electric field engineers are today working with the
makers of electronic devices of every kind, offering time- saving
suggestions for the selection of the right control apparatus for
each job -and extending the benefit of the technique which
comes from fifty years of experience in electrical control applications. As a result, Automatic Electric controls are finding increasing use both in the implements of war, and in the plants
where war products are made.
If you have an electrical control problem-whether electronic
or not -first, be sure you get the Automatic Electric
catalog. Then, if you would like competent help in selecting the
right combination to
meet your need, call in
our field engineer. His
recommendations will
save time and money.

The

Automatic Electric line of control
devices includes:

RELAYS

-A

complete

range of light and
heavy duty types, for
operation on a -c or
d -c power, and with
endless coil and contact combinations.

STEPPING SWITCHES
-magnet driven se-

lector switches for
automatic or directed

selection of circuit
channels, in capacities
of 10 to 100 circuits.

liLEVER KEYS -Lock-

The Automatic Electric

ing and non -locking types in any

catalog of control apparatus includes also
o complete listing of
control accessories,

desired contact
combination, for
manual switching
of control or communication
circuits.

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC

such as

solenoids,

counters, jacks, plugs,

impulse senders, lamp
and target signals, etc.
Write for your copy.

ELECTRIC SALES COMPANY
1033 West Von Buren St.

Chicago, Ill.

MUSCLES FOR
RADIO
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THE 44i1414/ TO GO TO WAR!
fourteen years ago, the first JENSEN Auditorium speaker was
introduced. The first of its kind, it has during all the succeeding
years faithfully served the public and professional need for a heavy
duty, high quality loud speaker. We think it is undeniably the
world's best known and respected loud speaker product. Now, this fourteen year old JENSEN product goes to war. Naturally it incorporates the refinements and improvements which have been steadily
added, but the basic design and fur.ction remains the same.
Many other JENSEN products are thus endowed with the ability to go
straight to war.
In

1929,

6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

JUNE, 1943
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* With the advancement of the electronic sciences has come the increased
application of waveforms other than
sinusoidal. Three of the most common
and important of these are the square
wave, the pulse, and the sawtooth.
Square Waves

One method of producing a square
wave is by successive amplification and
clipping of a sine wave. For example,
in Fig. 1 -A if the sine wave is clipped
at the dotted line and amplified, a wave
with slightly slanting, nearly straight
sides, as in Fig. 1 -B, will be produced.
Further amplification and clipping will
give a square wave whose sides are
nearly vertical. This clipping and amplification can be accomplished by an
amplifier as in Fig. 2, whose input
voltage is so high that saturation takes
place. The sine wave is then clipped
on the positive side by virtue of the
grid drawing current and on the negative side by virtue of the grid voltage
going beyond cutoff.
Square waves can be generated
more directly by use of the discharge
circuit shown in Fig. 3. When the
voltage is applied to this circuit one
of the discharge tubes, which may be
ordinary neon bulbs, becomes conductive. For purposes of analysis, let us
assume that V1 is the conducting

Fig. 2.

Circuit for dipping sine wave.

tube. The capacitor 1.1 will then start
charging through R2 with the result
that point (2) will become positive
with respect to point (1). Since the
potential of point (1), with respect
to the negative lead of the power
source, is fixed by the drop of V1,
point (2) will gradually rise in potential as Cl charges until the discharge tube V2 becomes conductive.
When V2 is conducting, point (2) is
fixed in potential and since point (1)
is negative with respect to point
(2), the voltage on 171 will be lowered below that required to maintain a
discharge. Capacitor Cl will then begin charging in the opposite direction
resulting in point (1) becoming posi-

tive with respect to point (2) and
the cycle will be repeated. The discharge then oscillates between the two
gas tubes in such a manner that one
is always conducting but never both
at the same time.
If the two gas-discharge tubes have
identical characteristics and Rl and
R2 are equal, the two tubes will conduct equal periods of time. If th
resistances are unequal, the discharger
tube connected to the lowest resistance
will conduct the greater part of the
time. Oscillation frequency is determined by the ignition and extinction
voltages of the gas-discharge tubes
and the values of R1, R2 and Cl. The
larger R1, R2 and Cl are made, the
lower will be the oscillation frequency.
Square -wave output voltage may be

RI

V1

Fig. 3.

Fig.
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Clipping of sine wave for production of square wave.
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Gas

tube discharge oscillator.

obtained across small resistors R3 and
R4, the voltage across one being 180
degrees out of phase with that across
the other. Synchronizing voltage, if
used, may be applied across either
R3 or R4.
Another method of generating

21

ing voltage may be introduced in
either grid circuit.

e

c
Producing Pulses

V1

Fig. 4.

Circuit of multivibrator.

square waves directly is by means of
a multivibrator, the circuit of which
is shown in Fig. 4.
In this circuit
only one tube at a ,time is conducting,
the other being biased beyond cutoff. For example, if 171 is conducting,
the coupling capacitor C2 has a charge
such that the grid of 172 is highly
negative. This charge leaks off through
R2 until the grid voltage of V2 is
high enough that it begins to draw
plate current. Now during the time
that C2 is discharging Cl has been
charging through R4, so that when
V2 begins to conduct, the grid of
VI is driven highly negative, causing
an abrupt transfer of plate current
from V2 to Vl. The coupling capacitor Cl now begins to discharge through
R1 until such time that 171 begins to
conduct and the plate current is transferred from V2 back to Vl. Oscillations are then set up the frequency
of which depends principally on the
values of R1, R2, Cl and C2. If R1
and R2 are equal and Cl and C2
are equal, each tube will conduct half
the time and a symmetrical square
wave will be obtained. The higher the
values of Rl, R2, Cl and C2, the lower
will be the frequency of oscillation.
If synchronization is desired, the lock-

R2

E1

Fig. 5.
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R3

OUT

Differentiator and clipper.

Pulses may be produced from a
square wave through successive differentiation and clipping by means of circuits similar to that shown in Fig. 5.
The input coupling capacitor Cl is
very small so that it charges completely during the first portion of the
square -wave cycle.
This is shown
in Fig. 6 where A is the input square
wave and B is the current flowing
through Cl and consequently the voltage across Rl. Note then that the
current and consequently the grid
voltage are present only for a short
time immediately after a change in input voltage. The vacuum tube connected to the differentiation circuit
R1 -C1 is biased to cutoff, so only the

CI
ONION

R2

Fig. 7.

Gas tube discharge

oscillator.

When the voltage is applied Cl charges
through RI until the capacitor voltage is high enough that the gas diss
charge tube becomes conductive. Thi
tube may be an ordinary neon bulb.
As soon as the discharge tube become
conductive, the capacitor is discharged
very quickly through R2 until the voltage is so low that the gas tube is
extinguished. The capacitor then begins to charge again and the whole
process is repeated.
The frequency of oscillations is determined by the values of R1, Cl
and the ignition and extinction voltages of the gas- discharge tube. The
higher the product of RI and Cl, the
lower will be the frequency. Pulse
voltage may be obtained across R2,
or if power is desired, R2 represents
the load.
With this circuit, pulses
as short as 10 microseconds in length
may be easily obtained. Synchronizing voltage may be applied across a
small resistor connected in series with
Cl.
The Blocking Oscillator

The blocking oscillator shown in
Fig. 8 is well suited for producing
pulses of short duration. This circuit
is a conventional oscillator except that
the value of grid leak R1 is exceptionally high. As a result of this and
the large amount of feedback, high

O
Fig.

pulse

Production of
by differentiation.

6.

positive excursions are amplified and
those are clipped at the voltage at
which the amplifier begins to draw
grid current. The purpose of R2 is
to offer a high- impedance circuit so
that the clipping action may take place.
The output voltage, C in Fig. 6, is
then the positive excursions of wave
B amplified and clipped and producing
a nearly square pulse. This output
pulse may be shortened still more by
feeding it to a similar circuit, again
differentiating as in D and amplifying
and clipping as in E. The original
square wave may, of course, be produced by any of the methods previously described.
A more direct method of producing
a pulse is by means of the discharge
oscillator circuit shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Blocking oscillator circuit.
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Fig. 9.

troduction of a synchronizing signal.
The charging capacitors Cl, C2, C3
and C4 are selected by the coarse frequency switch Sl, while the fine frequency is controlled by R2. The purpose of R3 and R4 is to limit respectively the plate and grid peak currents
to safe values. The potentiometer R5
is used to control the amplitude of the
synchronizing voltage.
The blocking oscillator of Fig. 8
is also well suited for producing sawtooth waves. If a rather large capacitor is connected between the junction
of the transformer and R2 and ground,
as shown by the dotted symbol, this
capacitor will charge slowly through

Circuit of sawtooth generator.

negative bias is built up across Cl
very shortly after the circuit begins
to oscillate. If this voltage is high
enough the tube will be biased a great
deal beyond cutoff and will cease to
oscillate. The coupling capacitor, Cl,
will then begin to discharge through
RI until the negative grid voltage has
been reduced sufficiently so that oscillations may begin again. The entire
process is then repeated.
The frequency of the feedback oscillations is determined by the natural resonant frequency of the feedback transformer and may be made
If the freany convenient value.
quency is made high, several cycles
of oscillation may take place before
However, if it is
the grid blocks.
relatively low, the grid may block before a fraction of a cycle of the oscil-

may also be obtained by connecting
the grid of an amplifier directly to the
grid of the blocking oscillator. This
amplifier will then also be biased beyond cutoff except when the circuit begins to oscillate, at which time it is
momentarily driven positive, resulting in a high peak output voltage of
short duration. Pulses as short as 5
microseconds may be easily obtained
from this circuit. Synchronizing voltage, if used, may be introduced across
a resistor connected in series with the
ground lead of the feedback trans-

former.
Sawtooth Waves

The third type of common nonsinusoidal wave, the sawtooth, may be
produced by the previously discussed
gas tube discharge oscillator of Fig. 7.
Since the action of this circuit is a
gradual charging of the capacitor Cl,
followed by an abrupt discharge
through the gas tube, a reasonably
good sawtooth voltage may be obtained
across the capacitor. A common application of this circuit is for the oscilloscope sweep generator shown in
Fig. 9. The discharge tube is a gas
triode whose grid is used for the in-

/1//1/ 1_11_

0

Fig. 11.

0

Waveforms for circuit of Fie.

ln

R2 during the time the circuit is not
oscillating and then will partially lose
its charge abruptly when the circuit
oscillates and draws plate current. A
sawtooth of voltage will then be obtained instead of the original pulse. A
sawtooth of voltage may also be obtained from the grid of the blocking
oscillator tube. However, the waveform is usually not satisfactnr"
Other Means

Sawtooth voltages may also be produced from pulses and square waves.
A circuit for accomplishing this is
shown in Fig. 10. The triode is biased
[Continued on page 561

8 e

V2

Fig. 10.

CA

Sawtooth generator.

lations is completed. The frequency
at which the blocking takes place may
be controlled by varying either Cl
or Rl. The higher the product of
these two values, the lower will be the
blocking frequency. Every time the
circuit begins to oscillate, a large value
of plate current is drawn while the
remainder of the time the plate current is zero, since the tube is biased
beyond cutoff. Pulse voltage may then
be obtained across R2. Pulse voltage

IRA I)IO

*

R2

R4

o

R3

-

1I1I1I1I1I1I1I +

,R1

Fig. 12.

Sawtooth generator using
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DESIGN OF

LINE -CONTROLLED U. H. F. TRANSMITTERS

HAVING CRYSTAL STABILITY
S.

YOUNG WHITE
Consulting Engineer

k Just before the war it was a pleasure
to come across any signal at all in the
region of 100 to 250 megacycles. However, it is safe to predict great activity
in this region immediately after the
war, and undoubtedly very disciplined
performance will be required of our receivers and transmitters. Any transmitter that puts out energy in any channel but its own will be unusable.
Scope of Project

A project was set up by the writer
to investigate all forms of line -controlled transmitter circuits, as well as all
available tubes to h, nv ,1 with them,

TELESCOPING TUBE
V2" DIA.

PIN FOR
ANTI

-

ROTATOR

-

BIMETALLIC
STRIP

1/4 DIA.
BRASS
OR

INVAR
ROD

INSULATED
SCREW

COLLAP
MICA

Experimental Development of Compact 5 -Watt Unit Free
of Spurious Frequency Modulation, Using Standard Tubes
to determine the most stable, compact
and economical combination to give out
at least five watts. Both battery and
power line were to be used. It was desired that 100% amplitude modulation
be obtained with complete freedom
from spurious frequency modulation.
A very full investigation was made
at a frequency of 150 mc., as it represented a medium u.h.f. that most tubes
could easily reach. The initial research
revolved around parallel lines, and a
number were constructed and their Q
measured by the method described in
the April issue of RADIO.
It was quickly ascertained that by
far the most important thing about a
parallel line is the spacing. If the line
is not shielded the radiation resistance rises rapidly as the spacing is
increased, and since the copper losses
in the line are much less than the radiation losses, a lowered Q resulted even
if larger conductors were used. For
instance, lines made of % -inch tubing
spaced one inch gave a Q of 970, while
a line made of half-inch tubing spaced
2% inches gave a Q of only 780. When
the latter line was shortened to a frequency of 250 mc. the Q fell to 560,
as of course the spacing became a much
larger fraction of a wavelength, and
radiation increased.
Spacing is of equal importance in a
line enclosed in a copper box the box
prevents radiation, of course, but at the
same time the line has an appreciable
field due to the spacing, and consequently sets up eddy currents in the
box, giving rise to eddy- current losses.
This is of great practical importance
;

DIAL
KNOB

Details of univertunable parallel line.

Fig. 1.
sal

24

BAKELITE
GEARS

Fig. 2.
Tunable parallel
line used with single triode.

in two respects. Since the frequency of
the line is affected by the dimensions
of the box, which in turn is subject to

change with temperature, the box introduces thermal instability. It is also
very difficult to design a box of sufficient strength as to be unaffected by
vibration and stresses met with in mobile work; so if the box warps, or if
the sides of the box resonate mechanically, it will be reflected as frequency
instability in the line.
Some of the lines were mounted an
inch above a wooden base On the usual
standoff insulators, and erratic effects
noted at times. It was found that the
wood in the field of the line lowered
the Q to less than half, even with the
wood very dry. This was overcome by
covering the wood with copper foil. In
some other work it was found that an
antenna mounted one inch off a wooden

JUNE
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to magnetic modulation of the electron
stream. The 24, because of its coiled
filament, will "splash" about 200 kc at
150 mc if operated on a.c., and the
316A about 125 kc.. With storage -

battery supply for the transmitter they
must still be watched carefully, as with
a vibrator power supply and common
leads from the battery the vibrator
Crop will show up as a few kc of frequency modulation, so separate leads
should be used. Heater types, such as
the Hytron 615 and the Acorn 955,
have less of this effect, of course, but
even the Acorn heater on a.c. will develop some frequency modulation due
to the magnetic effect of the heater

with double triode.

e+

radiated nearly half its
energy into the wood, which suggests
that all u.h.f. antennae should be self supporting.

2 "x2" support

Striking Voltage
A very significant point to observe

5000 to
25,000
OHMS

in the performance of any oscillator
circuit is the "striking voltage "; that
is, the plate voltage at which the system begins to oscillate. If an Acorn
strikes at 8 volts, or a 316A strikes at
15 volts it means the impedance and

Mechanical Aspects

Fig.
shows the mechanical construction of a very convenient parallel
line for general use as an oscillator
in the laboratory, or as a transmitter.
It can be used with a single or double
triode, or with a double beam tube such
as the 815, as in the circuits shown in
Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The capacities at the
bottom of each line are very convenient
as they are at r.f. ground potential, and
can be used as grid and shunt plate
feed capacitors.
The lines themselves can be of half inch telescoping tubing, mounted on a
flat brass plate about 3/16 inch thick.
by means of the bushings shown. The
capacitors are formed by mica washers between the plate and the bushings.
Since these capacities need to be a>
large as possible, both the bushings and
the plate should be made quite flat by
polishing them with fine emery cloth
hacked by a piece of plate glass.
The threaded % -inch rods are used
to tune the lines through a range of
frequencies by extending the telescoping sections of the line. If these rods
are made of Invar, they will serve to
hold the length of the line constant
with temperature changes. Since the
rods are at different d.c. potentials.
bakelite adjusting gears are used to insulate one from the other.
1

Choice of Tubes

There are a number of considerations that determine the choice of a
tube used with a parallel line. Of the
filament type tubes the Gammatron 24
and the 316A come to mind. Both have
bad frequency modulation when the
filament supply is a.c., apparently due

D

*
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not developed to match into the tube.

Fig. 3. Parallel line
used

A full investigation was made of all
triodes as to their effect on stability if
they were operated somewhat down the
line from the end. All tubes vary in
their loading effects on the line. For
instance, an unloaded line at 150 mc is
about 181/2 long. A 316A at the end
of the line will shorten it to 141/2
inches, and all
inches, a 6A6 to
other tubes to some intermediate value.
The tube is obviously a very poor tuning element, and should be coupled as
loosely to the circuit as possible so that
its variations will have a minimum effect on the frequency. This is accomplished by sliding the tube down the
line in somewhat the same way as we
vary the L/C ratio in a concentrated
tank circuit. If it is moved too_ far
clown, however, sufficient impedance is

1

100 OHMS

100 OHMS

WIRE
WOUND
.S W.

WIRE
WOUND

.s

W.

p

e+

8+

at
APPROX.

400 phil
GRID

LEAK

15,000

APPROX.

400 opt
APPROX.

100 ppi

OHMS

phase angles are extremely favorable,
and we almost invariably have an oscillator which is not affected by small
changes in voltage when operated at
100 volts or more. If it takes 50 volts
to strike the tube, the oscillator will
be unstable. By sliding the tube down
the line until the striking voltage increases by 25% or so, the minimum
coupling point is found. With the
inches up
Acorn it will be about
from the bottom. At the same time, it
is necessary to increase the line length
to make up for the tube loading removed, to maintain frequency, and to
determine how much longer the plate

4/

Fig. 4. Double beam tube used with parallel line. Leads X -X connect to twisted

pair transmission line for driving buffer
load. Capacitor C is 200 mmf for
815 tube, built in types 828 and 832.

or

winding, which is noticeable above 150
mc. It is also advisable, when using
a.c.. to choose a circuit in which the
heater and cathode are grounded, to
eliminate heater -to- cathode effects
which also give rise to frequency modulation.
'When any of the single triodes tire
used in the circuit of Fig. 2, it will be
found that the circuit is not symmetrical. The grid loading is very heavy,
and the voltage on the side of the line
connected to the grid is less than half
that developed on the plate side. It
will often be found that the plate line
should be about 2% to 4% longer than
the grid line.

943
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Fig. 5. Halving length of parallel line by slipping concentric tubes over their ends. Tuning over the whole range can be accomplished by moving the shorting contacts S.
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line must be for minimum striking voltage.
By careful measurement with all
tube types, it was found that the best
point at which to attach the tube to the
line was not critical, and in every case
about one -third up from the bottom is

satisfactory.
The value of grid leak and grid
capacitor was likewise measured with
every tube and at all frequencies and
positions on the line, and found not to
be critical. This was done with the
grid capacitor right at the grid, and
not at the bottom of the line, as in
Fig. 2.
An unexpected observation was made
with the tuned grid, tuned plate circuit of Fig. 3, with the two lines uncoupled. Only the portion of the grid
lines shown in heavy lines were doing
any work, these portions acting as a
simple inductance and the top portions
acting as a slight capacity load. The
frequency was determined almost entirely by the plate lines. This is a common effect at u.h.f., where the grid
loading is so heavy that the Q of the
plate circuit is much higher than that
of the grid, since plate loading is only
about one-third that of grid loading.
In fact, in the case of a tickler oscillator with a concentrated tank circuit,
a grid tickler should be used. If a plate
tickler is used the tube will often shift
over to parisitic oscillations at the plate
frequency, but with a grid tickler it
will never shift over to grid frequency.
The double beam 815, 828, and 832
tubes work well in the circuit of Fig. 4.
The plates are strapped to the line, and
a grid tickler couples &ch grid to the
opposite line. The grid capacitor is
formed by means of a flat plate screwed
on the base plate and insulated with
mica in the same manner as the bushings on the lines. The tickler can be
any self -supporting wire. The plates
are about two- thirds of the way up the

HAIRPIN
LOOP

e
GRID
CURRENT

6. Simple circuit offering
advantages of grounded cathode.
Fig.
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line, and the tickler spaced about Ys
inch from the line, the dimensions not

being critical.
This assembly makes a very useful
laboratory oscillator, the 815 giving
over 25 watts at 400 plate volts, if desired. The length of the lines is about
15 inches for 150 mc, and the arrangement works well up to 220 mc.
Variable- Frequency Line
At lower frequencies, such as 100
mc, a line assumes an awkward length,
being about 30 inches at this frequency.
Attempts to shorten this markedly with
a capacitor lowered the Q with capacitors that were available. For this reason the assembly of Fig. 5 was developed, and has interesting characteristics.

If the tube is connected at points
X -X, and if the length be 15 inches,
the frequency will be 92 mc. By sliding

the short circuit S which connects the
inside of the outer shell with the inside
line, the frequency can be smoothly
varied between 92 and 151 mc. This
circuit is difficult to analyze, but has
several advantages, the obvious one
being a shortening of the line by nearly
half. Moreover, it provides a current
point at the bottom to which a buffer
or other load may be coupled, with
reasonably constant output.
The concentric line oscillator has
several practical advantages. The outer
tube is at ground potential and if it
actually is a tube it forms a mechanically rigid structure which is thermally
and mechanically indifferent to any
movement of the housing. Its Q is also
higher, since it has no radiation.
The circuit of Fig. 6 offers the advantages of simplicity and a grounded
filament or cathode. The plate hairpin is not at all critical at 150 mc the
spacing may be one inch and the length
3 to 7 inches. The oscillations, however, result from the phase angle of
the plate being inductive, which tends
to make the frequency sensitive to both
voltage and load. The Q of a 2 -inch
line is about 1800, however, and it has
about the same voltage stability as the
parallel line of half the Q. The grid
can be as little as one -quarter the way
up the inner conductor, but it is quite
sensitive to load.
The circuit of Fig. 7 depends in practice upon how the leads come out of
the tube, the difficulty being to obtain
sufficient distance between the plate and
cathode taps to develop a reasonably
high impedance between them. For example, if a lead were run to the top
of the inner element, as shown by the
dotted line, the lead would assume the
same potential as the part of the line
it was opposite, inch for inch, and at
the point of connection to the plate
;

iS.,
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would be at the same potential at that
point as though it were directly connected there. The same would apply
if the grid and plate leads were interchanged. If an attempt is made to run
these leads outside the outer conductor
there would be introduced a large leakage inductance in series with the element, and a phase angle would result,
again giving instability.
Power Level

The power level at which the oscillator is operated is of great importance.
The oscillator must drive the buffer
grids at from 15 to 40 volts. This buffer load has a pronounced resistive
component made up of the circuit
losses, the grid leak, and the transit
time and other losses in the tube. The
writer believes the manufacturers of
the double beam tubes are a little optimistic on their ratings as to driving
power, which they give as being only
the grid leak wattage dissipation.
These tubes require appreciable power
to drive even below the grid current
point, and this load reflects into the
oscillator, lowering its Q and stability.
Obviously the more power put into the
oscillator, the lower the percentage of
this power drawn by the buffer, and
the more stable the oscillator.
A real effort was made to drive an
815 buffer with an Acorn oscillator,
but the power requirements were too
great. In the writer's experience in
using Acorns in receiving circuits, it
is a mistake to run the plate voltage
on the triode type much above 100
volts, as at the 250 -volt rating either
the grid current was down to one- third,
or the frequency shifted more than 100
kc at the end of ten hours of such operation in more than 25% of the
tubes tested. The little 1-lytron 615 is
somewhat better, but at least in the
earlier production shifted characteristics rather rapidly if run at two watts.
For a.c. on the filament, about the only

Interesting circuit, but ofFig. 7.
fers difficulties in obtaining high impedance between plate and cathode.
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limit its reactive effect through the interelectrode capacity, and allowed the
final to be well modulated and yet emit
99% of its energy at all times within
a 10 -kc channel.
Since the transmitter was to work
into a 72 -ohm line, it was found very
convenient to build in a short length
of such line terminated in a 72 -ohm
lamp load at five watts. Such a load
can be easily made up of three 6.3 -volt
250-ma dial lamps debased and connected in series. By shifting from the
antenna line to this inbuilt line and
load, the power and modulation can be
quickly and visually checked.

1000
OHMS

5000
OHMS

O

500

Nyf

r
LIN=
TERMINATION,

2000
OHMS

110V.
GRID

5 WATT

LEAK

LAMP

OF

FINAL,

5000

N
Y

Y

100

100

OHMS

OHMS
B+

B+

APPROX.

GRID
CONDENSER
OF FINAL

APPROX. 100

APPROX.

400 uNf

ypf

Fig. 8. Circuit of buffer stage with
beam tube. Leads Y -Y to grids

of final. Capacitor C is 200 mmf
for 815, built in 828 and 832.

tube left is the 815, which will run at
4 watts input for a long time. The
316A has a good life also at 8 watts
input.
When attempts were made to make
a transmitter of this type with only an
oscillator and final stage, it was not
successful. Remember, the goal was
crystal stability as far as "splash" is
concerned, and on 100% modulation the
spurious frequency modulation was
about 90 kc wide at 150 mc. This was
due to insufficient shielding inside the
tube, and when neutralization was attempted proved to be too critical to be
practical.
When a double beam 815 or 832 was
used as buffer in the circuit of Fig. 8,
it was noted that it was not necessary
to drive to grid current at all. Plate
power was limited to about five watts
to conserve on overall power supply,
and no increased efficiency resulted
from high grid currents ; and, of
course, the load on the oscillator was
less.
The double beam final of Fig. 9 required somewhat more drive for linearity of modulation, of course. It was
found practical to detune the buffer
plate to control the grid drive on the
final, and also to place a one -watt lamp
load on the buffer, permanently
mounted at a suitable point down its
plate line. This is definitely makeshift,
but it is an easy way to lower the Q
of the plate circuit of the buffer to
,

It

OHMS

Loop Coupling

OHMS

400 yyf

500 yNf

*

In laying out a compact assembly of
the transmitter, it will be found very
convenient to couple from plate to grid
of the succeeding stage by a twisted
pair line, coupled to the plate line by
a small loop. Considerable care should
be used to make this line symmetrical
to ground. Remember, lug has an
impedance of only about 90 ohms at
150 mc. It will also help to equalize
the drive on each grid by terminating
this line right at the grid with a 2000ohm resistor of the type made by depositing colloidal carbon on a glass
thread.
The modulator for this transmitter
can be a three stage Class A ending in
a 6L6 giving about five watts out.
Usual precautions should be taken to
insure that r.f. does not get into the
audio system.
The power supply was a 12 - volt
double vibrator giving 300 volts at 180
ma, with single section filter. From
this it can be seen that the stability of
the power supply was not very good,
but nevertheless adequate for this job.
The plate voltage for the oscillator was
stabilized at 150 volts, and drew 30 ma.
The whole transmitter was housed in
an HRO receiver cabinet.
It will be understood that when we
discuss 100% modulation at 150 mc
there are a number of assumptions being made that might not be true. An
oscilloscope is useless at this frequency,
and measurement with diodes has limitations also. The region between 85
and 100% modulation is still uncertain.
The variation of frequency with variation of supply voltage from 10 to 14
volts at 150 mc was about 45 kc. As
the plate supply was stabilized, this was
due to the change in dimensions of the
tube by the variation in wattage dissipation in the filament.
Although the assembly was rebuilt
several times to strengthen it against
mechanical vibration, it was never able
to pass an aircraft vibration test. For
moderate shocks, as encountered in an
automobile over normal roads, it was
adequate.
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100

100
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MOD.

MOD.

(
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400

ipf

TL
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400 y yi f

Circuit of double beam -tube
final. Y -Y twisted -pair leads to buffer. TL is a concentric line. Loop is
about 4 inches long for 150 mc.
Value of C same as previously given.
Fig. 9.

Thermally the stability was no more
than fair. To stabilize it for a range
of 100 degrees F. (not C.) it was necessary to fasten a very heavy bi- metallic
strip on one line, and have the end
close to the other line, as shown in
Fig. 1. This brought the frequency excursion down to one kc per degree F.
after a lot of cut and try. The line
held length well because of the Invar
rod in the center of each line, but cornpensation was necessary because of a
change in the dimensions and conductivity of the housing with temperature.
Checking Modulation
The modulation capabilities were
quite good. These were checked by
modulating 100 percent at 5000 cycles
and observing the output by means of
a very sharply tuned receiver incorporating a beat - frequency oscillator.
As the first step, the unmodulated carrier was heterodyned and the output
read on an output meter. As the secGrid step, modulation was applied and
the true sidebands individually heterodyned and measured. In the event of
spurious frequency modulation, spurious sidebands will appear at multiples
of the modulation frequency. These
were looked for at 10 kc, 15 kc and 20
kc either side of the carrier. The
strongest was found at 10 kc, and
amounted to 5 percent of the amplitude
[Continued on page 56]
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DISSIPATIVE LOSSES
YOUNG

* Over relatively short distances of

twenty feet or less ultra -high frequencies can easily be transmitted
through coaxial lines-with small
losses. Not only can the loss due to
mismatching in the line be reduced
to a small amount by very careful adjustment', but with proper design the
dissipative losses generating heat in
the line and radiation out into space
may be kept within bounds.
Disposition of Charge
If at any instant it were possible
to take a snapshot which would show
the position of all the charge on a high frequency coaxial line, it would be
found to be mostly either on the inner
surface of the shield or the outer surface of the center wire. If we think
in terms of a line operating in its
fundamental mode, which is essentially
the only one that can be present when
the shield diameter is sensibly smaller than a wavelength, it is quite easy
to see in part why this is true. The
source always adds positive charge
to the center conductor as it adds negative charge to the shield, and vice
versa.
Thus as these disturbances,
' Losses due to mismatching are really
losses only to the line and not necessarily

to the system. They represent energy reflected back into the source. See "Mismatching in Coaxial Lines," RADIO, April.
1943.
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which we usually call waves of current
and voltage, travel down the line
there always remains a symmetry of
charge between the center and outer
conductor.
Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically
what is meant. Any charge on the
outer conductor is at any instant just
balanced by an equal amount of charge
of opposite sign on the inner conductor.
The attractive force between
these unlike charges tries to hold the
charge to the inner surface of the
outer conductor and to the outer surface of the inner wire. This static
picture of charge is not the whole
story by any means. Actually, with
microwaves, the charge moves as a
current and reverses its direction
twice as many times a second as the
frequency of the energy transmitted.
To discuss the so- called skin effect

++++ ++

t

++tjt+1°

i

Fig. 2. The horizontal arrows show direction and magnitude of currents flowing in the coaxial line at some instant. The vertical arrows indicate voltage
between adjacent points on the center wire and shield at the same instant.
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as a function of frequency and material, it is necessary to consider the
facts more carefully. We need to do
so and deduce what we can about the

depth of penetration of energy outward through the outer conductor for
two reasons : First, to arrange the dimensions so that no energy penetrates
the shield and escapes as radiation;
second, to determine the effective volume of metal through which the currents flow so that it will be possible
to calculate effective resistance and
then the ¡'R loss generating heat in the
line.
Line Losses

Before going into this, however, let
us consider some actual lines to illustrate the magnitude of the effect.2
For example, with a line made of copper and using an optimum ratio of
size for the inner and outer conductor, the dissipative losses will be
db per mile for a line having a sheath
with an inner radius of 0.6 inch and
operated at 20 megacycles. A loss of
5 db per mile means that only one half of one percent of a given input
energy is lost in a 20 -foot length.
It is important to understand that
line losses are best expressed in db
per unit length because the loss is
always a given fraction of the input

Fig. 1. An "instantaneous" view of

a section of a coaxial transmission line
showing that the charge active in the transfer of energy is primarily on
the inner surface of the shield and the outer surface of the center wire.

' Calculated values of attenuation coefficients for various size coaxial lines are
shown in a paper by Sturba and Feldman
in Proc. IRE 20, 1163 (1932).
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IN COAXIAL LINES
power. This means that with the 20foot line just mentioned, 0.5 watt
would be lost if 100 watts were put in
and proper termination arranged. If
99.5 watts were put in, the loss would
be only 0.497 watt ; with a 50 -watt
input, it would be only 0.25 watt. If
the line is lengthened, the absolute
value of energy lost per 20-foot unit
of length will gradually decrease as
we move along the line, always being
one -half of one percent of that delivered from the preceding section.
A convenient way of denoting this
type of attenuation is by stating a
coefficient in terms of db per unit
length. The energy lost per unit length
varies, but the db loss per unit length
remains the same throughout.
To find the fraction of power passed
through a mile of 5 db per mile line,
we need only to take the reciprocal of

DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION

RFACE ELECTRON CURRENT

E--- -

X ELECTRON

ECTRIC FORCE

CONUUCIOH

SURFACE ELECTRON CURRENT

--'

4.
When a
cylindrical conductor carries current,
the magnetic field
is something like
that shown. The
instantaneous voltFig.

V, gives rise
current dis-

age,

to

a

tributed

in

some

fashion over the
cross section which
gives rise to

a

cir-

cular magnetic
field.

the number whose logarithm is this
coefficient expressed in bels. Thus,
since the log of 3.17 is .5, a little less
than a third of the input energy will
If the cobe transmitted a mile.
efficients were 3 db per mile, then,
since log 2 equals .303 about one half the energy could be carried a
mile. If from the 5 -db per mile value
it is desired to find the loss in 20 feet,
it is first necessary to adjust the coMultiplying 5 by 20 and
efficient.
dividing by 5280, results in an equivalent coefficient of about 0.02 db per
20 feet. Since the log of 1.005 is .002,
the transmission fraction is the recipThe db
rocal of 1.005 or 99.5 %.
losses are proportional to the length of
the line. Power or percentage power
losses are not.

X

`- ELECTRIC

FORCE

Electronics as Basis
DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION
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f'``,
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»
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ELECTRON
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O
Fig. 3. Here the forces on an electron in a conductor carrying high
frequency energy are illustrated.

The horizontal arrows indicate electron currents along the conductor at
some instant. Arrows pointing to
the left are hence equivalent to positive currents to the right. In C it
should be remembered that it is the
rate of change of magnetic field
that exerts a force on the charge.
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To improve the physical picture
of electrical phenomenon it is very
helpful to explicitly realize that all
electrons are precisely alike. To visualize a current we need not think of a
certain electron or group of electrons
moving along, but only of the motion of a region in which there is an
excess of electrons. Since the days of
Franklin we have found it useful to
talk of two kinds of charge, positive
and negative. This is always true in
fact and with ionic solutions the mobility of the two kinds of charge may
well be of the same order of magnitude
so that each kind does its share of the
In
job in the transfer of energy.
metallic conductors, however, the
charge in practically all cases is carried

1943
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by electrons.

The electrons are so

much smaller than the positive ions
that they have a much greater mobility and account for practically
An unall the motion of charge.
charged metal ball is one which has an
equal number of positive and negative
charges. A negatively charged ball
is one to which electrons have been
added; a positively charged ball is one
from which electrons have been removed. A current which for convenience we might call one of positive
charge flowing from left to right is in
reality one of negative charge flowing
from right to left.
Thinking then in terms of electrons,
the problem of deciding how deeply energy will penetrate the shield is simply
one of finding how deeply an electron need be buried to be unaffected
by the current and voltage waves traveling down the line.
In a perfectly uniform line terminated with a perfect match to the source
and load, the way in which the current
and voltage change with time is very
simple. In Fig. 2, the current in the
wire and shield and the voltage between the wire and shield are indicated
for a certain instant of time. This
assumes that the source is supplying
a single frequency voltage. As time
progresses the whole pattern simply
shifts toward the load with a velocity
equal to the propagation velocity of
the wave which, in practical cases,
will be nearly equal to the velocity of
light.
In terms of an electron picture this
means that in regions such as B in
Fig. 2 the electrons in the shield are
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-
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CONDUCTOR

Fig. 5. Endwise view of a coaxial line
shows how for some purposes we can
think of current as flowing in a

skin

of perfectly

definite

thickness.

moving to the right while those in the
wire are being displaced to the left.
At a point such as A, the electrons are
moving in the opposite direction. At a
certain time later when the pattern has
shifted so that point B on the line
has a pattern like that shown at A,
the electrons at B will have reversed
their direction of displacement. Similar remarks may be made about the
voltage. At D the wire is positive
with respect to an adjacent point on
the shield. At C the reverse is true.
After the pattern has shifted a correct
amount the voltages at D will be as
they now are at C.
Forces on Electron
The question now is, how all this
will affect an electron at a depth S
in either the shield or the center wire.
This electron may feel two types of
forces urging it to move, one electric
and one magnetic. Fig. 3 -A shows
that as a positive current wave approaches (and a negative wave leaves)
it will, because of its opposite polarity, be attracted back toward the
source, being thus equivalent to a further advance of the positive current
wave. In Fig. 3 -B a negative wave is
approaching and the electron is urged
to move in the opposite direction, becoming a more advanced part of that
negative wave.
In Fig. 3 -C it is
shown that the magnetic forces have
the same sort of effect. Other electrons at different depths in the shield
cause changing magnetic fields as they
accelerate. The lines of force from
these magnetic fields run transversely
through the conductor and as they
change exert a force which tends to
move the charge one way or the other
along the line. This magnetic force

30

on the electrons is in part such as to
oppose the motion dictated by the elec-

tric field.
It is clear from Fig. 4 how the competition between these electric and
magnetic forces give rise to a skin
effect.
Here a single conductor is
carrying a rapidly changing current,
as it will if operated at very high
frequency. Because of this current
there will be a changing magnetic
field which will be circular in form
and surround the wire. The exact distribution of the field, expressed by
how close together the lines of force
are drawn at various radial distances
from the axis of the wire, will depend
upon how the currents are allocated
throughout the cross -section of the
wire; but whatever it is the center of
the wire will be surrounded by more
magnetic lines than the surface. This
means that the electric field will have
greater difficulty in moving the charge
in the center of the wire and we will
there find smaller currents than at the
surface. It also means that the current
will be shifted in phase as we go deeper into the conductor.
Penetration Factors
It turns out that it may be pretended for many calculations (especially

the material expressed in electromagnetic units, and f is the frequency of
the energy being transmitted. Actually, of course, this is not true. Currents do not flow uniformly for just
this depth and then suddenly cease.
Instead they fall off exponentially with
penetration. It is just that we have
calculated S as the depth at which the
current falls off to the proper value
(about 0.6) so that all currents flowing
at greater depths added to those at
lesser depths gives the equivalent of
the average current flowing in the skin
alone.
It is interesting to notice how S
depends on p and f. At higher frequencies the current is more and more
concentrated at the surface. This fits
in with the picture since higher frequencies mean more rapid changes in
the magnetic field and hence stronger
magnetic forces. S also becomes small
if the conductivity of the material
is very high. This seems reasonable
since a high conductivity material allows a skin of a certain physical thickness to be electrically equivalent to a
thicker tube of higher resistance.
It must be pointed out here that
the expression for the skin thickness,
S, has actually been calculated for a
plane surface instead of a wire. For
good conductors and high frequencies,
however, S is such a small number that
this is a good approximation. Even a
quite small wire may have a large radius of curvature as compared to S.

Calculations
Returning now to the general,probof obtaining the best possible
transmission in a line, it is found that
this skin effect will influence the dimensions chosen. The problem is to
make the loss of energy in the line as
small a fraction of the power transmitted as possible. Since the quantity,
za, which we call "characteristic impedance," is the actual impedance of a
properly matched system when the line
is cut at any point and the impedance
measured in either direction, it is apparent that i2Zo is a measure of the
power being transmitted at any instant. Likewise i2r is the same sort of
[Continued on page 55]
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6. This plot shows how the
power loss depends on the relative
size of the inner and outer conductor.
Fig.

when the frequency is very high) that
all the current flows in a skin of thickness S where
S = 2,r Vp/f
in which p is the specific resistance of

To calculate the db loss per
mile it is convenient to first find it
for a very short
distance Pl. Over
such a short length
we are usually justified in assuming
Fig. 7.

a constant current.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF

RADIO- ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
MATTHEWS

FOREWORD

A Resumé for Electrical Engineers, Production Men, and

A chain is no stronger than its
weakest link; likewise it is true that
a radio or an electronic device is no
more reliable than its weakest corn ponent part. Failure of a device due
to temperature and humidity effects
can be greatly reduced by applying the
knowledge obtained from a careful
study of the individual component
parts.
The problem is largely one of insulation or dielectric changes with respect to varying temperature and humidity, although the normal expansion
and contraction of materials must not
be overlooked.
In making a study
it is first necessary to devise a test
procedure and then develop a technique of measurement. Too much
data can never be taken during a study
of this type. A record of ambient
temperature and relative humidity
throughout any tests may save hours
of rechecking and quite possibly prevent an erroneous conclusion from the
results. Another primary rule is always to check a "standard" part along
with any unknown. By "standard" is
meant any part that has been repeatedly found to have certain characteristics under the conditions of the test.
Thus if the "standard" behaves normally one can be reasonably sure that the
test has been properly made.

Technicians Now Concerned with Developments in the
Ever Expanding Radio- Electronic Field

PART

4

1- RESISTORS

Like most other component parts,
resistors might be discussed in great
detail; however, a generalized treatment of the more important design features with appropriate curves will be
sufficient to demonstrate their characteristics.
The resistance of a conductor is
directly proportional to its length and
inversely proportional to its cross section. Thus,
t
R
(1)

=p

-

when operating at other than d.c. is
the "skin effect." This is a function
of the following factors,

tlµf /p
µ

=
=
=

p

=

where t
f

Fig, 1.

\v

Equivalent circuit of

here p

a

resistor.

specific resistance of the

material
length of conductor
cross sectional area
The specific resistance of several commonly used materials is shown in Table
1
and is ordinarily specified in ohms
per circular mil foot. Material and dimensions, however, are not the only
factors determining the resistance.
Temperature variations are also important and within normal limits can be
determined by the equation,
Reg

l
A

=
=

=

Rt1 [1

+ a(t2

- ti)]

(2)

where Rt1 and Rte are resistance at
temperatures t1 and t2 respectively and
a is the change in resistance per ohm
per degree rise in temperature. (See
Table I).

Another factor to be considered

(3)

thickness of the conductor
frequency of current
permeability of the conductor
specific resistance of the
conductor

The resistance is at a minimum when
the current density is uniformly distributed over its cross section. This
condition exists only when d.c. is alp
plied to the conductor. When a.c.
is applied a non -uniform current distribution is caused by the magnetic
flux lines inside and outside the conductor. Imagine the wire to be made
up of a number of conductor elements
in parallel. Then the inner conductors being surrounded by more lines
of flux than the outer, will have more
reactance. Therefore the current in
the inner conductors will be less than
that in the outer conductor, producing
a non -uniform current density. As a
result of this, the resistance increases
with frequency and is commonly
known as the "skin effect."

TABLE 1.
Material
Silver
Copper

Zinc
Manganin
Constatan
Nichrome

Specific Resistance
át 20 °C. Ohms per
circular mil foot

Coefficient of
Temperature Der °C.
100 °C.
20 °C.

9.75
10.75
38 0

0.0040
0.0040
0.0040
0.00002
0.00002
0.00023

270.0
294.0
660.0

-
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A resistor can be represented by
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1, where
R = actual resistance of the conductor, L = inductance produced by the
magnetic flux due to the current in
the conductor, and C = distributed capacity, plus the capacity between
terminals.
The residual inductance
is primarily determined by the area
surrounded by the current and number of turns of wire. It is therefore
important to keep the area of the
turn small and to use wire having
as high a specific resistance as possible. The effect of the inductance

a

1

2

Wire -Wound Resistors
Fixed wire -wound resistors are commonly employed where high wattage
The arbidissipation is required.
trary full rating of a wire -wound reRadio Experimenter, January,

1939.

sistor is the load in watts which will
produce a 250 °C (450 °F) temperature rise at the hottest spot of a two
terminal resistor when suspended in
air at least one foot away from the
nearest object. The temperature of
the surrounding air should not exceed
40 °C (104 °F). If the conditions of
ventilation are not as good as those
specified, a temperature rise of 250 °C
will be reached at a correspondingly
lower rating. Component parts in the
vicinity of a resistor may be injured
by a temperature rise which is much
[Continued on page 57]
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-watt composition -type resistor.

and capacity is to give the resistor any
impedance which is either leading or
By properly proportioning
lagging.
the L and C it is possible to maintain a nearly constant effective impedance-to- resistance ratio.'
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14- NETWORK

NETWORK LOSS

Apply Tli, . ,'nin's Theorem to
determine loss due to network shown in
the accompanying diagram.
Problem:

1=

LOSS; AMPLIFIER

R+Z,

CE

=

E

Zi+A+C
C+A+Z,

SHIFT

PHASE

X

110

-=
P,

-=

X

16,000

1210

1210

E2

16,000

CE

.0755

Z,

R

=

C

P,

[10(95 +100) +10(10 +95 +100)]'

l,=

E
and

P,= 1,'Z,=

Po

Z2C2E2

P,

[C(A+Z,) +Z,(C +A +Z=)]'

X

(Z,+Z,)'
Z2E'

C' (7.,+Z.)'

(i)

[C (A +Z,) +Z, (C +A +Z,) ]'

This can be checked easily by assigning some probable values to the circuit
resistances. Thus let Z,=100; A=95;

C=10;

Z2 =10.

e

C+A+Z,

Whence the total current flowing from
source E would be:

Z,+A +C

E

=

10

=

=

E

-= -

Po

flow

=1'Z,=

E

1

2

*

100(110)'

[1950+205012

[4000]'

1,210,000

1210

16,000,000

16,000

= .0755 = 11.1

db

It is obvious, therefore, that Thevenin's Theorem may be applied to networks and by simple algebra network
loss may be determined. If the network
or source or sink impedances contain
reactive elements then separate computations must be made for each frequency and complex algebra used.
AMPLIFIER PHASE -SHIFT
MEASUREMENT

Phase shift can be measured
by a number of methods, one of which
is to compare the magnitudes of the
sum and difference of two vector quantities. Before the cathode -ray oscilloscope came into general usage, the
Problem:

was commonly used
This arrangement
was explored in Radio Design Worksheet No. 12 (page 24, April issue)
for a passive (attenuating) network.
It is the purpose of this problem to
establish the relation between sum and
difference currents out of the unknown
network and attenuator, and phase
angle when the unknown network is
active (amplifying).

circuit of Fig.

CE

The current which would
through load impedance Z2 is:

100(110)'

1

for this purpose.

100+95+5
200
Since the current will divide equally
between Z2 and C, the current flowing
in the load will be:

c(A+Z,)

db

the impedance

Z2E'

(Z, +Z,)'
The ratio of power dissipated in Z2
with the network in circuit and with
the network removed would be:
Z,+Z,

1

WAWAM-R=

= 11.1

[C(A +Z1) +Z2(C+A +Zi) ]'
If the network were removed and Z2
were connected across terminals XY
then:

+.4 +Z,

Whence the equivalent circuit is:

_

100(100 +10)'

+ .4 + C.

[f E is short circuited the impedat.Lt.
looking into the lead terminals MN is:
C(A +Z,)

121U

Po

('E

=

E'

Substituting in (1)
values we have:

short circuited.
If the load impedance Z is removed
the voltage appearing across the load
terminals MN is:
e

-

C (A +Z,) +Z2 (C+A +Z=)
The power dissipated in Z2 is:
Z,C'E'

P.=/.2Z4=

pad AC be interposed between source
and sink.
Thevenin's Theorem was stated in
Radio Design Worksheet No. 6 (page
23, October 1942 issue) for a network
containing a single source of voltage
as follows : Any network with a load
impedance connected across two terminals may be replaced so far as the
load impedance is concerned by a voltage connected in series with an impedance. This voltage is the one which
would appear across the load terminals
with the load removed, and the impedance is that looking into the load
terminals with the source of voltage

=

12,100

E'

Po

C (A+Z, ) +Z, ( C+A+Z,)

Solution: Let Z, be >uurcc resistance
and Z2 be sink resistance. Let L -type

10E'

,P,=1,'Z,=

400

10E'
160,000

_

E2

16,000

If the network .4C were removed:
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output current of the
network be a, and the output current
of the attenuator b. The phase angle
of b is identical to the input current
to the network since it is assumed
that no phase shift occurs in the attenuator. If I, is the vector sum of
[Continued on page 34]

Solution: Let the
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a and

b

and I2 their vector difference,

then:

90

12

=a'+b'+2ab
cos e
b' - 2 ab cos e

II

80

I; = a' +
If : K.
Then:
If : K,
Then

=

alb

= b'
I; = b'
= 11/1,
11'

+ +2K.
(K1' + -2Kl
(K.'

1

And

=

120

W

(K11+-1)

0

i
Q

(K1'-1)

,`''i,

...(-.0

s11s11E1\í\\tsOSEMEE.mE..EEESaoE..s'
sMmssmsoomE
m11m11íaMíM`.MSOMOSisaMaMMmmMmMMMI.1
/MOESMSSESSEEMS

130

111i1I14

.1E,\MM0a0aMMMmMMMMMMMMmMMM
s .OMM\EMM,\.m\MS..USSa.s..,/ p%`UMMUS-----

iloíMO\Mí\\\SSSOOSOOmSSMaliwI
EM.I.,u Iv..aíw...MM.....Ea.wii-----

aMIIM1ISMS,\sssí\E\\WOSSSSOOMSM EEEEEEM
aIISIEMMVUMMmMmím`OSMMOOSSESiisEESmsSSMESSSOSU
SaIISmMmsMMSMMAmMíNSts000aammMSOmmSSMSOammMMmam
150 s1'sOOSSS\E.MSí\ESíOíO.SSmESEMSSSSMSSEEassOOSS
SM.O.MIMSEíMEMOS.\EE\\MMOMmmUOMmmMOMMMmMmSOOMSM

SM.I..IMSMUMMMMm\vMmmO\m
..

-1)

20

,60.Ea
MEMO

,0

This is the desired relation.

-

1

:

mm,IMO.EM...WO.m:
1IaMSSSi1TSOOOaO.MmMm:MmEmMmmoEmmMaOEaas

011111UO.ssOO\oSSSOEíEEMmNIZMN =OdbSMOEESs

11

ss`

0

2

work has an attenuator inserted in its
output in place of Z1 then it can always be adjusted so that a = b or

4

16
18
20
10
12
14
8
SETTING OF ATTENUATOR No.2 IN DB.RATIO OF SERIES AIDING TO SERIES OPPOSING CURRENT

6

cos e

=

or:
e

= cos'

K,'

-1

24

of 30° or 150° and the circuits of
Fig. 1 give the same indications. It
is possible, however, to determine
whether the angular difference between a and b is greater or less than
90° or ,r /2 radians. For the case in

K,' +1
K,'

22

FIG. 2

=1.

Whence:

MIME
O...Mo-a

MOM. 1 SSIM..MSSIMSSSSSOm:UMMSSm!
ESAaEEmIMmmEEMMM`MMMEmmmmINmEMMEMamM
SEE.I
..sl
MII...MMOMIIEO..E.MEM`MMEEEME.MMMMMESE
,70
EE11N .tOdb. í
EMI
,NtiaOiAS..S.M1ii0*YSOSOEE.Ms.
.MM11SS1..SEl
iiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
teo

OM

If the unknown (amplifying) net-

K1

II

:

I

(K,' +1)

2K1

í1.í\oMMMmaMSM.S..E....E...E/IaiMMEMMEEM.

.IlslíMM\íaMaMaMOSSOMMMMaMMMSaMmM_ siiMMMismMMM
mm assosss

40 140

2K. (K22+1)

cos-1

s1Ll.\\`mMmmMaMaaaaammamamMaaaaaaaaaamMam{poaimmaam
MMIn,Mo.aMMMMMMMaMMMMMMMMmMmMmMaMMmmmrM-iwLmMMmaaM
'

W
°50

+ 1- 2K1 cos e

(K1'-4 -1) (K,'

=

9

260

+1+2K1cose
K1'

And cos e

0

\'\ \OMaSOMSEE.SO.EE.MESSSU
IIIh\
a11í\'\\ \mM....M...ESEMaomo.mMMS.EE..ESMSESEsommas
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cos e)
cos e)

ú
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K,'
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1

,00II`
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K22-1-1

And if attenuator 1 Fig. 1 is set at
zero the setting of the new attenuator
will equal amplifier gain. The same
result can be achieved by adjusting attenuator 2 in Fig. 1, to adjust for differences in I, and I2, the sum and
difference frequencies. If attenuator 1
is set at predetermined values, say
N1, N2, etc., then the setting of attenuator 2 may be plotted vs. phase
angle of a and b, as shown in Fig. 2.
The ordinates of Fig. 2 do not differentiate between quadrants. Thus
the input and output currents of the
network may lead or lag by an angle

which:

a=borK1=1
If Il >

12 the angle O lies in the first
or fourth quadrants (see Fig. 3). If
I1 < 1, the angle O lies in the second
or third quadrants.
For the case in which a > b exactly the same situation holds. That
is, if the series aiding current exceeds
in magnitude the series opposing current, the angle O will be less than 90°
lag or lead. It can be shown that if O
is 90° lag or lead, then Il = I2.

FIG. 3

This can be seen by reference to Ply.
It will be observed that for any
ratio of a/b the ratio of I1 /12 = 1
or 0 db for O = 90 °.

2.

T

z°-

UNKNOWN
NETWORK

z+z

SOURCE

©

Zp-z'

Za Zb

b

Zb

-

f-

ATTENUATOR

Ilit
ATTENUATOR 2

Zo

1

FIG.

34

INDICATOR

1

Whence
e
e

:

=±

90°

< ± 90°
e> ±90°

=
ifl,<I,
if 1,/I2
if 1, >12

1

(0 db)

If it is necessary to determine
whether O is positive or negative, this
can be accomplished by shifting the
angle of vector b slightly in a positive
or negative direction by the insertion
of a small positive or negative reactance in series with resistance (Z0 Z2). This will serve as a quick check.
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AMPLIFICATION

Resistance Coupling in Voltage

A. iplifiers

9. L)raw a simple schematic circuit
showing a method of resistance coupling between two triode vacuum tubes
in an audio-frequency amplifier. (II97).
In Fig. 1, RL is the plate load resistor; Rg is the grid circuit resistor;
Cg is the coupling condenser; Ca is
the shunt (stray) capacitance; Ebb is
the d -c power supply.
10. What circuit and electron tube
factors influence the voltage gain of
a triode audio-frequency amplifier
stage? (II-143) Note: This question
will be discussed with reference to a
resistance-coupled stage.
As was pointed out. in the answer
to Question 5, the amplification of a
triode with a plate load resistance RL
is given by-

Amplification

=

RL

µ

r i-

RL

1

-}-

ry/RL

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuits at intermediate, low, and high frequencies.

intermediate, low, and high frequency
ranges. See Fig. 3.

Expressed as a decibel gain

Ar =

20 log µ

Intatmediate- Frequency Amplification

At intermediate frequencies the reactance of the coupling condenser is
negligible; the reactance of the shunt
capacitance is very high. Fig. 2 -A
represents the equivalent circuit. The
plate load in the a -c circuit is the
parallel combination of RL and Rg.
Let this be represented by

R'

It is apparent from this expression

RLRg

-

RL

+ R,

-

20 log (1

+ r9/R')

The first term of this expression represents the upper limit of the gain; the
second term represents the "loss" due
to the finite resistance in the plate circuit.
This "loss" decreases as R'
increases.
Low- Frequency Amplification

At low frequencies the reactance of
the coupling condenser may be large
and may cause the output voltage e9s
to drop below the level at intermediate
frequencies. Fig. 2 -B represents the
equivalent circuit. Let

R" =

r9RL

Rr

+
r9 -F RL

-

Rp

Amplification at low frequencies is then
given by
1

AL

= Ar
),/1

+ (1/27rfCR'')2

Expressed as a decibel gain
Fig. 1. Resistance -coupled triode stage.

that the amplification is directly proportional to the tube parameter y,.
In considering the effect of circuit
parameters on the gain of a stage it
is desirable to divide the response into

.,.l,ce

*

AL

Amplification at intermediate
quencies is then given by
1

.9

µ
1

+ r9/R'
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fre-

=

-

20 log µ
10

log

-+

20 log (1

[1

+ r9/R' )

(1/274(DR ") s]

The last term represents the drop due
to the appreciable reactance of Co at
low frequencies. It is desirable to use
as large a value of Co and R" as
possible. Cr is to a certain extent
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conventional resistance -coupled audio
amplifier? (II-280)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The coupling condenser in a resistance- coupled amplifier functions as a
blocking condenser to prevent a high
positive potential from being applied
to the grid of T2. See Fig. 1. An
increase in the capacitance will reduce the reactance and result in an improved low- frequency response.
Any leakage in the coupling condenser will cause a direct current to
flow through RD with the result that
the bias of T2 will become less negative. The plate current of T2 will rise
and considerable distortion may result. For this reason it is not desirable to use an electrolytic condenser
as a coupling condenser. A similar

A

f->
Fig. 3.

m "r

Division of frequency response.

limited by its physical size which tends
to increase C,. Since R" is primarily
R,, the gas content of the tube used
in the second stage determines the limiting value of R ".
Nish- Froquoncy Amplification

!i'

.i

,

_. c -,,;

impedance 10,000 ohms, grid bias 4.5
volts, amplification factor 24. (1 V -173)
Plate and grid voltages determine
the plate impedance and the amplification but do not enter into the calculation.
RL

Amplification

=

t

r,

RL
10,000

24 X
15,000

-

r

16

Degeneration and Regeneration

16. What is the purpose of decoupling networks in the plate circuits of
a multistage audio amplifier? (V -168)

Assume that the plate decoupling filters are not present in Fig. 4. The

At high frequencies the reactance of
the shunt capacitance may be low and
may cause the output voltage c, to
drop below the level at intermediate
frequencies. C, is made up of the output capacitance of T1, the input capacitance of T2, and wire capacitance.
Fig. 2 -C represents the equivalent circuit. Let
rt>RLRa

rnRL

p
+r,R, +RLR,

Amplification at high frequencies
then given by

ry

is

1

=Aar

Alf

1/

1

,+,

Expressed as a decibel gain
AH

Fig. 4. Resistance -coupled stages with decoupling filters.

--

=

20 log µ
20 log
(1 + ry /R')
10 log
[1

condition of much greater degree
would result from a short-circuited
coupling condenser. It would no longer
act as a blocking condenser. T2 would
then have a positive grid bias which
might severely damage the tube.

+

The last term represents the drop due
to the low reactance of C, at high frequencies. The formula for R "' indicates that its value is approximately
equal to rp over which there is little
control. Hence the only way of maintaining good high- frequency response
is to keep the value of C, down.
Ordinarily, no difficulty is incurred in
maintaining good high- frequency response in triode resistance -coupled

14. What is the direct- current plate
voltage of a resistance- coupled amplifier stage which has a plate -supply
voltage of 260 volts, a plate current of
1 milliampere, and a plate -load resistance of 100,000 ohms? (VI-133)

Plate potential

audio amplifiers.
11. If the value of the capacitance
of the coupling condenser in a resistance-coupled audio amplifier is increased what effect may be noted?

=
=

(III-168)

12. What is the effect of leakage in
the coupling condenser in an impedanee- or resistance -coupled ampli-

l.

Supply potential
drop across
plate load
volts
260
(0.001 amp.) X
(100,000 ohms.)
160 volts

-
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15. What is the stage amplification
obtained with a single triode operating with the following constants; plate
voltage 250, plate current 20 milliamperes, plate impedance 5000 ohms, load

fier? (VI -I32)
13. What would be' the effect of a
short'- circuited coupling condenser in :a

.,

=

instantaneous a -c -components of the
plate currents (ip1 and ip2) are 180°
out of phase and i2 (decreasing) is
greater than i,1 (increasing). The net
effect of these two currents is to produce an instantaneous voltage drop
across the power supply impedance Z.
Since the power supply output is usually shunted with a large capacitance,
the voltage drop will appear only at
very low frequencies where the reactance becomes appreciable. This voltage drop may alter the signal on T2
in such a manner as to cause a further
decrease in i92. This action is known
If a
as uncontrolled degeneration.
third stage were added the plate currents in the first and third stages would
be in phase and there would be a tendency toward regeneration or low -frequency oscillation. The latter is aptly
called "motorboating." Both phenom -'
ena can be avoided by the use of decoupling filters CF -Rr which provide a
low impedance return to the cathode
for the a -c components of the plate
currents.

1

I

,N

tó\'ln
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[Continued on page 421
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Au Sujet du Guidage des Navires ou
Aeronefs par Ondes Dirigees -W. Loth
Comptes Rendus, Vol. 189, Oct. 28, 1929,
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In shipyards, war plants, training bases. etc., you will find RACON

engines -also aboard bombers and blimps. RACONS do important jobs.

Horns, Trumpets and Paging units being used to speed up produc-

RACON is the only complete line

tion.

for every conceivable

Aboard U.

S.

Navy

and Army

vessels are

RACON

Marine

-a

speaker, horn and driving unit

sound distribution

purpose.

RACON

alone

Speakers, approved by the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Naviga-

produces Weatherproof, Stormproof, Acoustic RACON Material which

tion, Department of Commerce, because they are dependable under

assures dependable and

all weather conditions.

affording greater energy output per watt of input. Specify RACONS

RACON Trumpets and Speakers are used by

the Air Forces, to carry orders to trainees over the roar of airplane

MARINE HORN SPEAKER may be used as a
loud- speaker or microphone, comes in several sizes;
is approved by the Bur. of Marine Inspection, Dept.
of Commerce. MARINE CONE SPEAKERS are the reentrant type, suitable for indoor or outdoor use
Storm -proofed for all weather conditions. Sizes for 2,
3, 5, 8 and 12 inch speakers.
The

for your next

describing the
complete RACON line
is available on request.
A catalog

P

efficient service under all weather conditions,

-A installation.

of the double
re- entrant type which in a small space affords a long
air column enabling them to deliver highly concentrated sound, of great clarity, over extremely long
distances. Available in 6'. 41'. 31' and 3' air column sizes. RACON P -M HORN UNITS are available
in operating capacities of 5 to 50 watts.
RE- ENTRANT TRUMPETS are compact,

RACON ELECTRIC CO. 52 EAST 19th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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THIS MONTH
FOUR RAYTHEON PLANTS AWARDED

LIST OF AMERICAN STANDARDS

ARMY -NAVY "E"

For the first time in the radio or
electronic industry, four Army -Navy
"E" Burgees were awarded simultaneously to one organization. The powertube, small tube, radar and equipment
divisions of Raytheon Manufacturing
Company of Newton and Waltham,
Mass. were each awarded this high
honor for excellence in the production
of equipment for our fighting forces.
The four "E" awards were presented
to Raytheon before 20,000 employees
and invited guests on the lawn of the
spacious estate of Governor Gore at
Waltham, Massachusetts in what was
probably the most colorful outdoor
"E" award ceremonies ever staged.
The ceremonies were in charge of Mr.
David T. Schultz, vice-president and
treasurer.
The speech of acceptance was made
by Mr. Laurence K. Marshall, president of Raytheon. Presentation of the
Army -Navy "E" award was made by
Commander Lewis L. Strauss of the
U. S. Navy. Army -Navy "E" Insignia
was presented by Colonel James H.
Van Horn, U. S. Army. Formal acceptance for the employees was made
by Miss Margaret Lavery, small tube
division; Dominic Lanno, Equipment
Division; Susan Costello, Radar Di-

K. Marshall, president of Raytheon,
making speech of acceptance upon
presentation of Army -Navy "E" Awards.
L.

vision and Arthur Short, Power Tube
Division. Guests included Governor
Leverett Saltonstall of Massachusetts
who delivered "Greetings From the
Commonwealth," Mayor John F. Devane of Waltham, Mass., Mayor Paul
M. Goddard of Newton, Mass. and
many high ranking Navy and Army
officials.

The American Standards Association
has announced the publication of its
new List of American Standards which
will serve as a useful reference piece to
the engineering and purchasing departments of manufacturing firms.
More than 600 standards are listed,
94 of which represent new and revised
standards approved since the last
(August 1942) issue. These are marked
with an asterisk.
Standards are listed by subject and
cover civil, mechanical, electrical, mining, chemical and other engineering
fields as well as metals and materials,
specifications of interest to the textile,
wood, pulp and paper industry, methods of test for the finished product, dimensions, etc. They reach into every
important engineering field and serve
as a basis for many municipal, state
and Federal regulations. By frequent
review these standards are kept abreast
of new developments in the fields to
which they relate.
ACTIONS BY FCC

The Commission en banc on May 11
suspended until further order of the
Commission Section 8.131 (a) of the
Rules Governing Ship Service, which
required the installation of automatic alarm signal keying devices in connection with radio transmitting installations on certain vessels. This action
was taken because it appears that present conditions have resulted in a shortage of critical materials and manpower
necessary to manufacture and install
such equipment, and the need for such
equipment under wartime conditions
has been greatly minimized due to the
exigencies of wartime operation.
The Commission en banc on May 18
deleted Section 9.76 of its Rules and
Regulations Governing Aviation Services regarding glide path and localizer
service. The frequencies affected have
been available for assignment to instrument landing stations under Section 9.76, and include the following:
93500 kc, 93900 kc, 94300 kc, 109500
kc, 109900 kc, 110300 kc.

*

CMP AMENDMENT

With this type of radio -telephone set, 84 seamen from the torpedoed SS Stag Hound
flashed an SOS across the South Atlantic and were rescued. Here, two members of the
Radiomarine Corporation

44

of America, the manufacturer, are seen demonstrating it.

CMP Regulation No. 8, covering
production requirements of controlled
materials producers, has been amended
[Continued on page 46]
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EITEL- McCULLOUGH, IN C.
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen
301 Clay Street, San Francisco, California

THIS MONTH
to indicate that in some instances,
where a controlled material producer
requires the same basic material as that
which he produces to fabricate another
form of controlled material, such material may be made available through
the allotment procedure rather than by

-continued
MERKLE NOW CAPTAIN

Ralph Merkle, widely known commercial engineer in the radio field, has
just earned a Captaincy in the United
States Army. For the past several

land, Oregon, as their representative
covering jobber and industrial sales in
the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon
and Washington. This appointment became effective June I, 1943.
DRESSEL

directive.
The regulation originally indicated
that all such material would be made
available to controlled material producers only through directives. However,
in some instances the allotment procedure is more adaptable to certain circumstances. The action is taken by
Amendment 1 to CMP Regulation No.
8 which deletes sub -paragraph (4) of
paragraph (c) of the regulation.

ADVANCED BY STACKPOLE

An announcement from the Stack pole Carbon Company of St. Marys,
Penna., brings word of the appointment of Henry Dressel as its Supervisor of Electronic Components Engineering.
Mr. Dressel has been a member of
the Stackpole engineering staff for several years. Prior to that, he was associated. with the Oak Manufacturing
Company in Chicago.

*

*

"DOC" POWER PROMOTED

NEW RATHEON DEPARTMENT

Dr. Ralph L. Power, who formerly
operated his own radio advertising
agency in Los Angeles to service Universal Microphone Co. and other manufacturing clients, has been promoted
to the grade of Senior Inspector in the
Army Signal Corps. He became an inspector last year and was assigned to
a southern California field unit by the
San Francisco zone headquarters.

Dr. P. T. Weeks, Plant Manager of
the Raytheon Production Corporation,
55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts, announces the organization of a
Production Control Department.

*
LT. COMDR. RALPH BRENGLE

APPOINTED TO NEW NAVAL POST

Lt. Comdr. Ralph T. Brengle, formerly Head of Radio Procurement
Section, Bureau of Ships, has been appointed Assistant Head of Radio Division, Bureau of Ships.

months Captain Merkle has been in the
office of the Chief Signal Officer, Washington, D. C. with a First Lieutenant's
commission. He received leave of absence in June 1942 from Sylvania Electric Products Inc., where he held a responsible position in the Commercial
Engineering Department. In addition
to being Technical Editor of "Sylvania
News," he has devoted much time and
effort to the preparation of various
types of Sylvania's technical publications and educational material.
Merkle has a wide background in
the field of Radio Communications.
Prior to his coming with Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., in 1929, he was
employed by the General Electric Company and Federal Radio Company.

*

HULTON CROLITE FIELD ENGINEER

The appointment of Ralph Hutton as
Field Engineer in the Ohio and Michigan territories is now announced by
Henry L. Crowley & Co., Inc., \Vest
Orange, N. J.
Hulton is a well known figure in the
powder metallurgy and automotive
fields, having been development engineer with Keystone Carbon and before
that a sales engineer with the Moraine
Products Division of General Motors
in the Indiana and Ohio territories.
He will make his headquarters in Detroit covering his territory from that
point.

Before entering the service Lt.
Comdr. Brengle was head of the Ralph
T. Brengle Sales Company of Chicago
and is widely known in the radio industry.

*

BURCHAM STANCOR REP.

Standard Transformer Corporation
announces the appointment of Don H.
Burcham, 917 S.W. Oak Street, Port-

Kenneth R. Johnson

Kenneth R. Johnson will direct this
new department which will include a
Scheduling section to be headed by Lyman W. Robbins; a Materials section
to be headed by Leo Barsam ; and a
Fnished Stock Control section to be
handled by Frank. Fenwick. Mr. Johnson has been in charge of the Planning
and Scheduling Department for the
past year. Previous to joining the Raytheon organization, he was Production
Manager and Assistant Publisher of
the Boston Evening Transcript. He is
a graduate of Iowa State College in
Business Engineering, and also the
Harvard Graduate School of Business.
[Continued on page 63]
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THE SKILL

.1

... today. and

THE WILL
,

of a job being well done in the cause of
Victory is evidence, too, of what may be
expected when the war is won. f f ' The
manufacturer seeking cooperation in
product engineering and improvement,
the development of production control, or
any problem involving the application of
advanced electrical or electronic knowledge, is cordially invited to discuss the
matter with our engineering staff.

one American in many thousands
is privileged to wear the "E" pin, symbolic
of high achievement on the production
front. It symbolizes skill and determination above and beyond the high average
standard set by American Industry. , The
men and women of Connecticut Telephone
& Electric Division have been honored by
the Army -Navy Production Award twice
in a period of six months. This symbol
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NEW PRODUCTS

"TUBE TYPE" CRYSTALS

Newly added to the wide range of
piezoelectric quartz crystals produced
by John Meck Industries, is this special purpose type, housed in a conventional metal tube case.

protects the soldered joints against vibration pull or twist of the wires.
Franklin Cathode -Ray Tube Sockets
are supplied in either assembled units
complete with cable or ready for assembly.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC ANNOUNCES
TINY NEW RELAYS

A line of tiny but sensitive and
rugged new relays, providing twin contacts, "built-in" vibration. resistance,
and a wide range of operate and release speeds, has been announced by
Automatic Electric Company, Chicago.
Developed primarily for use in aircraft, these relays, knowns as Class
"S ", are being adopted also for electrical control applications in many

other fields.
Typical assemblies, having a maximum of six contact springs, are only
X "xl "x1Y8" in size, and weigh 1%
oz. Assemblies with maximum capacity
of 12 springs are slightly larger, and
weigh about 2 oz. Relays can be supplied with any number of springs up

resistance to humidity, to temperatures
from minus 40 to plus 130 degrees F.,
and to insulation test voltages up to 500
volts (a.c. test current). Mounting and
operating data will be sent on request.

TANDEM POWER RHEOSTATS

Compact, sturdy tandem power rheostat assemblies of two or more sec
tions are announced by Clarostat Mfg.
Co., Inc., 285-7 N. 6th St., Brooklyn,

/

By means of this unusual mounting,
complete freedom from moisture and
atmospheric pressure changes are secured. Such crystals are widely used
by the Armed services of this country
and our Allies.
The new John Meck Industries plant
at Plymouth, Indiana is fully equipped
to fabricate all crystal oscillators and
resonators, completely from the raw
quartz.
ONE PIECE

C

to the maximum and with any combination of "make", "break" and "break -

make" contact arrangements.

-R TUBE SOCKET

The Franklin Manufacturing Co.,
175 Varick St., New York, announces
its new one -piece moulded construction Cathode Ray Tube Socket which
was designed to completely enclose and
seal the contacts against temperature
and humidity conditions. This one
piece socket provides high voltage
flashover at high altitudes and high resistance between adjacent pins.
The Franklin Socket has an added
feature in its strain relief ring which

N. Y. These assemblies are made up

of two 25 -watt or two 50 -watt rheostats
rigidly coupled together and held in a
metal cradle. The usual one -hole
mounting and locking - projection features are retained. The individual
rheostats can be of any standard resistance value, taper, tap and hop -off,
and all units go through the same degree of rotation as the single shaft is
turned. The units are fully insulated
from each other and from ground. Because of the wide choice of resistance
values and other factors, such assemblies are necessarily made only on
a special order.

*
Vibration resistance, provided by
torsion instead of power-wasting friction, insures against false operation or
release of contacts at up to 10.5 g's
(1/16" excursion at 60 cps.), as determined by a cathode -ray oscillograph
and stroboscopic examination. Twin
contacts, on springs of special design,
assure positive contact operation, and
will make or break 1 amp. non- inductive, or
amp. inductive load, and

/

carry 2 amps.
Operate speeds range from 2 to 16
ms., release speeds from 5 to 85 ms.;
coils are available from 150 to 3500
ohms, for operation at up to 48 volts
d.c. Other features include extreme

COMPACTED -METAL FABRICATION

Having pioneered the fabrication of
steatite insulation and of high - frequency iron cores from highly-compressed powdered materials, Henry L.
Crowley & Co., Inc., \Vest Orange, N.
J., now announces the extension of its
activities to compacted -metal fabrication of intricate shapes and sizes. The
process begins with fine metallic powders, compressed in dies under tremendous pressures into given shapes and
sizes, followed by sintering to convert
such pieces into solid metal masses.
Gears, cams, bearings, either simple or
intricate, are thus obtainable without
[Continued on page .50]
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BATTLE OF PRODUCTION

HOEMAKER stick to thy last" may have been
good advice once ... but it doesn't apply in the
Battle of Production, where the ability of American
industry to enter new fields and make new things
has amazed the world.

were designed, new methods and processes devised,
new tests and inspections employed, so that today
the name "Rola" on a transformer is as much a
hall -mark of quality as it is on the 25,000,000 radio
loud- speakers that Rola has produced.

Take Rola, for example. Recognized for years as a
leading maker of Sound Reproducing Equipment,
Rola's principal war assignment became the manufacture of various types of transformers for the
intricate communications systems of our Army and
Navy Air Forces.

If transformers are a part of any product you are making, Rola solicits an opportunity to discuss your requirements with you. Many of the country's foremost
prime producers of communications equipment have
found our product and our performance eminently
satisfactory. We are sure you would, too. The Rola
Company, Inc., 2530 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
I I I

The specifications were unusually "tough" but Rola
was equipped to do the unusual. Calling upon the
skill and ingenuity of its people and upon an experience that dates from the very beginning of Radio
Communications, Rola "tooled up ". New machines
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NEW

PRODUCTS

the usual time- consuming and costly
machining operations. Precious manpower and machine tools are thereby
released for other vital war production, while scoring a marked speedup.

-continued
A development and product of Allen
B. Du Mont

Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J., this oscillograph has a uniform Y-axis or vertical deflection re-

NEW LAPP PLUG -RECEPTACLE

A plug -receptacle assembly of new
design is announced by Lapp Insulator
Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y. For use with
panel -rack type of radio equipment, this
connector features mechanical precision, rugged construction to with
stand considerable mistreatment in the
field, full- floating contacts, and, because
of the fact that steatite is used as the
insulation, a particularly high order of
resistance to flashover and surface

tracking.
In construction, each plug and receptacle consists of a zinc die -casting
on which are mounted four ceramic
plates, which hold the metal contacts
in full floating position. At the ends
of the male plug are accurately ma-

chined steel pins, which engage corresponding holes in the female receptacle,
to provide positive and accurate alignment.
As now produced, the design provides 24 contacts. Considerable freedom in circuit design is permitted, as
contacts can be chosen so that high voltage conductors are relatively isolated one from another. Units carrying
contacts in any multiple of 12 can
quickly be produced.
*
NEW

5

sponse from 20 c.p.s. to 2 megacycles.
It offers a comparably faithful square
and sinusoidal wave response. The
X -axis or horizontal deflection amplifier has a uniform characteristic from
10 c.p.s. to 100 kilocycles. Both amplifiers have distortionless input attenuators and gain controls. Provision is
made to connect signals directly with
the deflection plates when frequencies
to be observed are beyond the useful
limits of the amplifiers.
The instrument is housed in a black
wrinkle- finished case with removable
front cover that protects the front
panel when not in use. The removable
test probe, held inside the cover by
clips, consists of a compensated 10:1
attenuator mounted in an insulated
probe and supplied with a 3 -foot length
of coaxial cable and connector. This
feature permits connections to relatively high impedance circuits without
serious loading, while minimizing stray
pickup.
Self- contained, operating directly off
60-cycle 115 -volt a.c. line, this instrument weighs 65 lbs. and measures
17/" high, 1034" wide, 21" deep.

es this new Type 241 Du Mont 5 -inch

cathode -ray oscillograph from the previously announced 3 -inch Type 224.

*
MICAMOLD TYPE 338 CAPACITOR

Micamold Radio Corporation announces the perfection of a small -size
capacitor for application in compact
radio, sound and electronic equipment.

DI -ACRO SHEAR NO. 2

The O'Neil-Irwin Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn., have introduced their DiAcro Shear No. 2 suitable for precision
work on light and medium weight
metals and materials that cannot other-

-INCH OSCILLOGRAPH

Larger screen size together with the
inclusion of a Z -axis amplifier to modulate the beam with any signal applied
to its input terminals or with a return
trace blanking impulse produced by the
linear- time -base generator, distinguish-

50
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wise be rapidly worked to accurate tolerances, with a hand -operated "scissors" shear, or with a heavy foot -operated floor -type shear.
It can be quickly arranged for shearing, slitting, squaring, stripping or
notching to extremely close tolerances.
All ductile and pliable metals and materials can be accurately worked, including spring tempered metals, fabrics,
plastics, leathers, rubber, and the very
lightest of tissues, frequently eliminating the preparation expense and
time delay of preparing blanking and
forming dies.
The Di -Acro Shear is highly adaptable for rapidly developing accurate
shapes in bi- metals, sensitized materials, mica, varnished cambrics, fiber
slot insulation and other dielectrics,
and materials required for the manufacture of precision instruments and
recording devices.
Accurate squaring, slitting, stripping
and notching to die accuracy is readily
provided by adjustment of material
guides, blade pitch and stops.

®

This newly developed, small capacitor,
known as the Type 338, has body dimensions 3/4" long by 7/16" wide and
7/32" thick, and is available in capacities up to .01 mfd., with a rating of
120 volts d.c. working. Because it is
hermetically sealed, the 338 will operate satisfactorily under highly humid
conditions. It has been approved in a
series of tests, including immersion
tests, meeting rigid government specifications. For further information,
write to the Micamold Radio Corporation, 1087 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
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shaft are alternate metal and soft -rubber brass -lined washers with a diameter
slightly smaller than the minimum inside diameter of the ceramic form.
When the coil form is slid over the
winding arbor, a sliding cap which fits
over one end of the square shaft is
pushed against the stack of rubber and
metal washers by a tailstock center
device. The resulting compression of
the rubber washers bulges their diameters, and they obtain a firm, evenly
distributed grip on the surface of the
ceramic coil.

TECHNICANA
[Continued front page 18]

at constant speed by a synchronous motor. Since the light beams swing
at right angles to the direction of paper
travel, twelve curves are produced revealing the function of six areas on
each foot. These curves reveal the duration, amount, and sequence of simulLure

taneous pressure changes with 95 percent accuracy. The oscillograph was
designed and built in the Myodynamics
Laboratory by Arthur L. Heath, Research Associate, with assistance from
General Electric engineers.
More recently, the scope of usefulness of the oscillograph has been
widened by its application to the recording of Muscle Action current
curves. For this purpose four high
gain amplifiers were constructed by Dr.
H. D. Bouman and matched to the
General Electric galvanometer elements. Records of this type are of
major importance to the study of infantile paralysis and other forms of
neuromuscular pathology. Such records make it possible to demonstrate
the presence of spasm in muscles formerly considered to be unaffected by
the disease, infantile paralysis.

*

SWITCH TEST
BY SUGGESTING A FIXTURE for electrically and mechanically testing a signal selector switch used in radio transmitters in production at one of General Electric's Works, Mrs. Catherine
Marchewka has eliminated the possibility of a defective switch going into
the final assembly before being detected.
LIGHTS

MOVABLE ROTOR
CONTACTS
SWITCH
FIXTURE

CONTACTS

THUMB SCREW ON
COUPLING FOR LOCATING
FLAT SIDE ON SHAFT

*
ANTI -BREAKAGE ARBOR
ARBOR WHICH minimizes breakage
of ceramic coil forms during the winding operation has been devised by A. C.
Schlansker, a foreman in the General
Electric Electronics Department. The
breakage problem was inherent in the
operation due to varying mechanical
tolerances of the forms and the fact
that the coils are wound under high
tension.
The arbor consists of a square shaft
which can be held in the chuck of the
winding machine. Assembled on the

AN

FIXTURE FOR TESTING SIGNAL SELECTOR SWITCH

The test fixture is simple and foolproof. As shown in the sketch, the
switch is mounted on a vertical backboard and is coupled to an extended
shaft from a model switchboard. By
turning the switchboard selector to each
of its three positions, the switch is
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METAL

RAY checkup of every
Clarostat control coming off the production line is now disclosed for the
first time. This precision test has been
practiced as standard Clarostat production routine for several years past
and, in conjunction with the development of the stabilized coated element
for composition -element controls, is responsible for a remarkable uniformity
of product.
In the cathode -ray or electronic
checkup each control is placed in turn
in a fixture wired to the cathode -ray
tube. As the operator swings a lever
on the fixture, the vivid dot trace meanders diagonally across the screen in
response to resistance vs. rotation. At
a glance the inspectors and engineers
alike have "all the answers," as Chief
Engineer George J. Mucher puts it.
Resistance curve, taper, hop -off, transition points or ink blends, flaws or
cracks, potential noise sources, comparative resistance values, useful rotation, grounds, etc. are checked visually,
positively, quickly, and far better than
with the usual earphone test. Such
factors as resistance curve, taper, hop off and transition points can be held
to within narrow tolerances by respective markings on the cathode -ray tube
screen. The trace provides far more
data than would be furnished by a
large variety of meters, earphones,
neon bulbs and other indicators usually
employed in such production checkups.

THE CATHODE-

C

SHIELDED SCREWDRIVER BIT
SMALL ASSEMBLY operations in
which fillister or round head screws
are used can be facilitated by the use
of a shielded screwdriver bit developed
by F. Capello, a methods man at General Electric's Schenectady Works.
A standard straight screwdriver bit
[Continued on page .58]
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PRODUCTION- CHECKUP

ALL

BRASS

MINIMIZES BREAKAGE IN WINDING CERAMIC

checked electrically by observing proper combinations of six lights mounted
on top of the backboard.
The switch controls a series of contact points in each position, and this
arrangement permits all of them to be
checked quickly and accurately. In the
"Tone" position of the selector, lamps
2, 3, 4 and 6 light; in the "CW" position, 3 and 5 light ; and in the "Voice"
position, 1, 4, and 6 light. If one or
more of the lights in a sequence fail
to go on as they should, the switch is
rejected. Mechanical action of the
switch is also checked while it is in
the fixture. Previously, this switch received no preliminary electrical test.
Defective units that got by a visual
test had to be removed later from the
final assembly.

*
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year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest
year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and
every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.
In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent
weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the AmerTHE

ican way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in 175,000
plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough! For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!
You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant. But how long is it since you last checked
up on its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking up!
This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close
personal attention The actual case histories of thousands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.
Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with substantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.
And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous.inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,
rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.
!

*

You've done your bit

Now do your best!

This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by
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COAXIAL LINES

[Continued from page 30]
For many years Carter Dyramotors have been widely zcccpted for the High Standard
they have created in the
Radio Communication field.

measure of power dissipated at the
same instant if r is the resistance of
the line. The job then is clearly that
of minimizing i2r/i2Z0 or more simply
r/Za. The resistance r may be calculated in the usual way, taking into account, however, that only the skin
depth, 8, is to be considered.

=

Resistance
length

Dependability, extra efficiency, durability and originality
of design are some of -he

qualities built into every
Carter product. It is this

specific resistance X

traditional pride and work-

manship that has made
Carter a famous name in

area

r

=pX

i

L

27ra8

-I-p

radio for over twenty years,
and that will continue on
in leading the industry with
new and original advanced
developments.

217-68
where p is the specific resistance as before, I is the length of the line, and
the denominator represents areas as
explained in Fig. 5.
The evaluation of Za is a somewhat
more lengthy task not directly con-

1F

cerned with energy dissipation and
will not be gone into here.
For a
coaxial line operating in its fundamental mode, which is the only mode
of much practical value, the form of
the expression is the same as for
any continuous line. It turns out that
with air dielectric it depends only on
the ratio of the sizes of the inner and
outer conductors.

Z.

=

b

138 log

a
We are now ready to examine the
expression for the fraction of energy
dissipated. It reduces to
r
2or(a -I-b)1 p
Za
138 ab log b/a
In Fig. 6 this expression is plotted
against the ratio of the radius of the
outer conductor to that of the inner
wire. It is seen that b/a has a minimum at 3.6. This means that best
lines will in general be obtained if
the outside conductor is 3.6 times as
large as the inner wire. Since the
minimum is rather flat, slight variations from this value will be unimportant, but a larger variation from
the optimum value will result in an
important increase in the dissipative

loss.

The final problem of energy dissipation because of resistance is to try
to see how losses in terms of db per
unit length may be calculated: The
db loss per mile, for example, is as
we have defined it; equal to 10 times
the logarithm of the ratio of the energy passing through a line at a certain point to that passing through the
same line at a point one mile closer

IRA DI q.

*

A new and different catalog of Dynamotors,
Magmotors, Converters, Permanent Magnet
Hand Generators, etc., is yours upon request.

16o6

Milwaukee Ave.

Cotter, a well known name In radio for over twenty years.
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to the source. In Fig. 7 such a line is
indicated. We wish to calculate a constant L where
L

=

-

Pi

db per mile
Po
The power at P1 is just that at Po
minus the loss. If we first calculate
L, for a very short distance dl, so
that we can make the approximation
10 log

that it is constant over that length
we can simply write

Lt=101og

Po

-

i2r

Po
Z

i2r/i2Z0

= lO log
= log (I -r/Zo)

db loss per length

L.

We can then divide Lt by dl expressed in miles and obtain L as has
been pointed out before.

U.H.F. TRANSMITTERS

[Continued from page 27]

We call it the "American Way" of life -the right to think, speak, act and
worship as we please, and respect the right of others to do the same.
For the preservation of these principles we are again at war. We of this
company are proud of the major role we and the radio -electronic industry
are privileged to play in this struggle. The free world we are fighting for
will be a vastly happier and more comfortable world thanks to war -time
radio and electronic advances now little known to the public.
The contributions we will be able to make in new parts, new designs,
new principles are multiplying daily. We're fighting harder now to
hasten the day when we may release for constructive peaceful purposes
the fruits of these many months of war production and research.
Thanks to improved techniques and plant expansion, most
variable condensers, tube sockets, inductors, ir.sulators, hardware and other parts can now be shipped more quickly than
heretofore. We will be pleased to quote price and estimate
delivery for your war requirements. Ask for free catalog 967K.

JOHNSON
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of the true sidebands, with one fourhundredth the energy content. Some
u.h.f. crystal- controlled transmitters
are no better than this, so the figures
may be considered as passable.
One of the handicaps in line design
of this type has been the extremely limited choice of tubes. This situation is
improving, of course, and after the war
many excellent tubes will be available
for this purpose.

WAVE GENERATORS

[Cuulinucd Jrwu page 23]

tc or beyond cutoff so that Cl is
normally charging through Rl. When
a pulse or square wave of positive
polarity is applied to the grid, the
capacitor Cl discharges through the
tube very quickly. As soon as the
positive excursion of the input voltage is completed Cl again begins to
charge, increasing the voltage drop
across it. If RI is made sufficiently
high so that Cl charges to only a
small fraction of the supply voltage
before it is discharged, a highly linear
sawtooth may be produced.
Fig. 11 shows the resulting output
waves when a pulse and square wave
are used to control the discharge. This
circuit may be combined with the
blocking oscillator as shown in Fig. 12,
making a sawtooth generator suitable
for oscilloscope use. The grid of the

U N

E,

1943 *

tIZADIUq

sawtootn generator, V2, is normally
biased beyond cutoff by the blocking
oscillator bias until oscillations begin
when the grid is driven positive, discharging the charging capacitor, C2.
Synchronization amplitude is controlled by Rl.

RADIO- ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

[Continued from page 32]
lower than 250 °C, thereby necessitating use with a dissipation rate lower
than that at which the resistor may
be operated without injury to itself.
In general the resistance wire is
wound on ceramic forms, although
fiber or bakelite strips are employed
where the rating is not extreme.
Proper annealing of the wire after
winding to remove mechanical strains
insures against molecular variations
or aging in service. Several types of
protective coating are employed such
as vitreous enamel, molded bakelite,
fiber, asbestos, fiber -board etc.
Leakage between the resistance wire
and any metal protective covering or
mounting should be low (high resistance) under conditions of high humidity. One hundred megohms is a
typical lower limit for leakage resistance after 7 days in an atmosphere
with a humidity of 98% at a temperature of 100 °F.
Flexible type wire -wound resistors
are similar to the fixed wire -wound
type just described as far is characteristics are concerned. In this type
of resistor the conducting element is
spiral wound on a flexible core. Spun
glass is often used for both the core
and a protective braid covering. Under severe overloads this material will
fuse, permanently embedding the wire
in the glass ; however, this usually
does no harm.
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Composition Type Resistors

Fixed composition -type resistors are
employed where the power to be dissipated is low. Designs vary from
one half to one watt per square inch
of radiating surface. These values are
determined mainly by the maximum
voltage which can be applied without
exceeding a prescribed resistance
change.
The conducting material most widely
used is carbon or graphite mixed with
a binder of clay or bakelite.
The
mixture is then extruded, pressed or
molded into its final physical shape.
Another type employs a coating of
conducting material baked onto a glass
filament and enclosed in an insulating
tube. Both the carbon and filament
types have relatively low inductance
1111
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migintrvaltitorepme,
and capacitance. Typical characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.
The cold voltage characteristic
shows the instantaneous effect of voltage applied to a resistor. Measurements are made the instant voltage
is applied so that any temperature rise
will not affect the results. From the
curve it is quite apparent that voltage
alone has little effect on the resistance
value. The hot load curves are made
after ten minutes of heating or after
the resistance change due to temperature rise has stabilized. The decrease
in resistance is due to the negative
temperature coefficient of carbon.

On cooling, however, the resistance
returns to its original value even after
severe temporary overload.
The life test curves are a history
of resistance change over a 5000 -hour
period under full load conditions. Almost any resistor having a conservative rating will withstand this test, so
that it is of no value in determining
the relative merits of a resistor. In
place of the normal life test which requires 5000 hours, an accelerated life humidity test is often required. This
consists of subjecting the resistor to
130 °F at 90% relative humidity and
automatically applying a 100% load in

x sf-': ,,KIVIrrsM2.,

.

1/ hours and off for
hour. Loading in cycles of this
nature more nearly simulates severe
operating conditions, as alternate heating and cooling of the resistor promotes moisture absorption through
"breathing" to a much greater extent
than either no load or continuous load.
With this test the relative merits of a
resistor can be obtained within 500
hours.
A typical frequency vs. resistance
curve is also shown. The decrease in
resistance is due to capacity between
conducting particles, the actual value
being determined by the number of
capacitance paths as compared to the
number of direct conduction paths.
Thus a resistor of a given value with
a large cross section will have relatively more capacitance paths and
therefore less resistance at a given
high frequency, than one with a
smaller cross section.
a cycle, on for

This is the first of three articles. The
remaining articles will deal with capacitors
and inductors, and will appear in the July
and August issues, respectively.- Editor.

TECHNICANA

[Continued from page 52]
is used and the shield consists of a thin
bushing which is pressed over the bit

to completely shield the working surface of the screwdriver. This arrangement keeps the screwdriver centered
on the screw and thus largely eliminates the possibility of burring the slot
or slipping off the screw and thus marring the finished surfaces. This type of
bit can be used in either manual or
power- driven screwdrivers.

Men with

*
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LOADS BALL BEARINGS EASILY

VISION

into contact
wheel assemblies for radio transmitters in mass production has been simplified by a fixture devised by W. D.
Simpson, an assistant general foreman
in the General Electric Electronics DeLOADING OF BALL BEARINGS

4e.e/ko

Shorter and shorter wave lengths

higher and higher
frequencies bring the frontiers of ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING into sharp focus
Makers and users of electronic equipment rely on
Ken-Rad for dependable tubes
in whose military

application today can be seen the frontiers of tomorrow

D
ENR
OWEAISBOROTRANSMITTING TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
METAL AND UHF

TUBES

KE

58
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partment.
It consists of a funnel- shaped hopper with a tubular section attached to
its lower end. The inside diameter of
the tubular section is just slightly
larger than the diameter of the ball
bearings so that they will pass through
it in line and without congestion.
A lever arrangement pivots from the
frame holding the hopper in a manner
that pushes two pins through the walls
of the tube alternately at two locations.
In this particular application, the pinholes have been located so that between
them there is room for 9 ball bearings
in the tube. An upward movement of

JUNE, 1943
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the lever withdraws the lower pin from
the inside of the tube allowing the 9
bearings to drop into the contact wheel
assembly. The same movement injects
the upper pin into the tube preventing
more than 9 bearings from entering
the assembly. Spring return of the

spherical harmonics, Bessel's Functions, and the Fourier Integral are discussed as an introduction to later material.
The fourth chapter deals with the
fundamental Electromagnetic Equations employing the meter - kilogram second- coulomb (MKS) or Giorgi system of units. This chapter, while somewhat involved, is a thorough and logical treatment of the subject. It requires careful reading to follow the
author's concepts. Following this are
three chapters on transducers, networks, wave theory and transmission
theory. The treatment of transmission
and wave theory is especially impres-

sive and complete. In these chapters
the author has gone far toward the unification of the space concepts of waves
and the network concept of circuits.
Transmission lines are treated as transducers with gratifying results.. The
section on wave filters is brief but
thorough.
The remainder of the book treats antennas, wave guides and resonators and
radiation generally. This reviewer was
particularly impressed with the author's three -dimensional treatment of
radiation and electromagnetic fields.
As he points out, in many cases a three dimensional problem is often rigorously reducible to a set of one- limen-

LEVER
CONTACT
WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

LOADS BALL BEARINGS EASILY

lever to its lower, normal position
simultaneously reverses the position of
the pins, automatically permitting another 9 bearings to fall into the space
in the tube between them.
A vertical slot in the side of the tube
permits a visual check of the bearings
during the operation of the device.

BOOK REVIEW
ELECTROMAGNETIC

U

AVES, ty

S. A. Shelkunoff, published by D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., 2.50 Fourth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 530 pages,

price $7.50.
This masterful treatment of the subject of Electromagnetic Waves is based
on Dr. Shelkunoff's notes on several
courses for advanced students. It is intended both as a textbook for advanced
students and as a reference work for
the practicing radio engineer.
The first part of the book is devoted
largely to a presentation of the author's
point of view and his terminology.
The opening chapter discusses vector
and coordinate systems, the second
chapter is devoted to the mathematics
of oscillations and waves, and the third
chapter to Bessel and Legendre Functions. These chapters require a mathematical background of hyperbolic functions and the theory of functions of a
complex variable. Cylindrical and

*

REMEMBER MONARCH
TESTING and CALIBRATING

EQUIPMENT
offers the solution to many a problem in the
laboratory and on the production lines. Our

special measuring and testing instruments, to
accompany various units turned out for military
purposes, have won unqualified praise for their
complete accuracy and dependability. Consult
us also, if you have any problem in securing
almost any type of small machine parts.

MONARCH MFG. CO.
2014 N. Major Ave.
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sional problems. Once the one- dimensional problem is solved in sufficiently
general terms, the results can be used
in the solution of more general problems. The author is inclined toward
the three -dimensional concept, dropping
such dimensions as may prove unimportant to the treatment of the problem
only when they have proven to be unimportant. This point of view obviously leads to a better understanding of wave phenomena and it benefits
the reader by suggesting more direct
methods of attacking new problems.
The treatment of wave guides is particularly complete and thorough.

The last chapter is a brief treatment
of the impedance concept and its significance at discontinuities in wave
guides. It is of especial importance
as an introduction to the wide use of
wave guides, which is certain to follow in the future.
The book is well and interestingly
written. It follows a logical sequence,
and while much of the material is general, it is rigorous and thorough. It is
highly recommended to radio engineers as a reference book and to advanced communications students inter csted in microwave transmission.
C. F. N.

-

ALLIED'S RADIO DATA HANDBOOK. Edited by Lieut. Nelson M.
Cooke, United States Navy, U. S.
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. Published by Allied Radio
Corporation, 833 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, Ill. Forty-eight pages, six by
nine inches. Price, 25c postpaid.
A comprehensive, condensed handbook of formulas, charts, and data most
commonly used in the field of radio and
electronics. All subjects are clearly
presented and conveniently arranged

and cross -indexed for ready reference.
Divided into four parts: Mathematical Data, Radio and Electronic Formulas, Engineering and Servicing Information, and a complete set of fourplace Log and Trig Tables.
Formulas are given for Decibels,
Resistance, Capacitance, Inductance,
Reactance, Resonance, Frequency,
"Q" Factor, Impedance, Conductance,
Susceptance, Admittance, Transients,
Peak Average and R.M.S. Voltage and
Current Values, Meter Shunts and
Multipliers, Vacuum -Tube Constants,
etc.

Data section contains such subjects
as Radio Color Codes, Interchangeable Tubes, Pilot Lamps, Plug -in Ballast Resistors, Coil Winding, and
others.

Meissner
"Align-Aire"
Condensers Meet Exacting
Performance Requirements!
3Ieissner "Align -Aire" (midget) units are

now
encased in the newly developed, low loss, bakelite
(number 16444) and occupy extremely small space...
long ... they are an
only 7/16" in diameter and 1
ideal trimmer for high frequency coils. Midget
"Align- Aire" Condensers are exceptionally stable.
Capacity range 1 to 12 mmfd.
Many years of engineering research developed the
Meissner "Align- Aire" Condensers to meet exacting
performance requirements of high frequency circuits.

Should serve as a distinct aid to the
student who is learning useful fundamentals, the serviceman who wants
technical and maintenance data, the experimenter who wants nomographs and
practical information, and the engineer
seeking a time- saving reference.

Samples sent upon request.
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LITERATURE

SPRING DESIGN MANUAL

MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS

"PRECISION-BUILT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS"
60
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With the rapid multiplication of mechanical and industrial spring-activated
equipment and products, the need for
an up -to- the -minute manual on springs
is acute.
Mid -West Spring Manufacturing
Company, 4262 S. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill., has met this need with a
convenient manual 4"x9", astonishingly

U N E

,

1

943
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complete in formulas of spring design
and engineering for compression, extension, torsion, flat spiral or motor,
flat springs, wire forms, etc., with illustrations, diagrams, and tables.
The manual provides the executive,
engineer, production man or purchasing agent with all required information,
compact and readily accessible.
New convenience for simplifying
and saving time in making out specifications, is afforded in detachable extension sheets following "blue- print"
diagrams, with spaces for details, and
inquirer's sketches if desired.
"Spring Design and Engineering" is
the title of the manual just off the
press. Copies may be had without
charge by addressing Mid -West Spring

Manufacturing Co.
NEW RADIO TRAINING KITS
BROCHURE

Lafayette Radio Corporation's Special Department for handling the needs
of instructors and school management
has just prepared this new brochure to
aid schools in their government training courses.

t3

ayAe,

Communications are he/ping

WIN THE
VICTORY

La lay ettc's engineers ha%c expressly
designed the kits mentioned in this

Lightning war maneuvers arc made possible by radio communications. Were it

folder to fit present training programs.
Starting with fundamentals and progressing to basic receiver and transmitter operation, a progressive training program may be built up around
these kits. Lafayette Radio Corpora-

not for the swift transmission of vital
messages, victory would be delayed. Today on many far -flung battle fronts, Bud

Radio products, so dependable in peace,

tion, 901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
Illinois.

are showing their real worth under fire.

"MUSIC AND MANPOWER"
What is probably the most exhaus-

tive and authentic study of the subject
to date, a 24 -page book on "Music and
Manpower," has just been released by
Operadio Manufacturing Company, of
St. Charles, Ill.
Treating the subject of industrial
music as a production factor both historically and currently, the book represents important reading to any ex-

¡.

*

BUD RADIO, INC.
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and Antenna Equipment

n''

If you need ceramic insulated coaxial cables, you are
invited to consult the engineering staff of the Victor J. Andrew
Company for recommendations to meet your requirements. The
Andrew Company. pioneer specialists in the manufacture of
antenna equipment, is now in a position to take additional orders.
in quantity, for all sizes of ceramic insulated coaxial cables and
equipment for all applications.
If coaxial cables are your problem ... write for new catalog
showing complete line of coaxial cables and accessories.

*

VICTOR J. ANDREW co.

WARD PRODUCTS BROCHURE

363 East 75th Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Ward Products Corporation has
issued a 24 page illustrated brochure
outlining in detail the production facilities and equipment available in its
two plants for handling contract work
from other manufacturers.
Primarily engaged in making radio
antenna equipment, the company is interested in any current or post war
contracts in related fields which involve a reasonable number of the faregardless of the
cilities described
product classification. Manufacturers
with production problems can obtain
a copy of the book by writing to The

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

TILTING HEAD

HIGH and LOW

SWIVEL MOUNT

IMPEDANCE

RELAY OPERATING

PLUG and SOCKET

OFr -ON SWITCH

CONNECTOR

CONVENIENT

ARMY C. NAVY

SWITCH LOCK

FINISHES

ecutive concerned with the problem of
maintaining or increasing war production in the face of a dwindling manpower supply.
Although only a limited edition has
been printed, a copy of "Music and
Manpower" will be sent gladly to any
executive addressing Operadio Manufacturing Company, St. Charles, Ill.

-

Ward Products Corporation, 1523 East
45th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

J

IN ACTIVE SERVICE

Ill(l
1)J ..J

*

The traditional quality and performance of Astatic products is
reflected in Astatic's GDN Series Dynamic Microphones now contributing to the high efficiency of radio communications in many
branches of the service. Unaffected by wide variations in temperature. Available in high and low impedance models of 50 to 50.000
ohms. Includes relay operating OFF -ON Switch for remote control
of transmitters and amplifiers. Designed with tilting head and inter changeable plug and socket connector. Sturdy and dependable.
BUY WAR BONDS!

CAN

55551.E CONTRACTS THAT ACQUIRE:

....._..

..: .....
...-....

. C.N..R.

DNDUN

e. LTD.
TORONTO oNTRR,v
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ACME AIR -COOLED TRANSFORMER
CATALOG

"Power Where You Need It," a new
bulletin issued by Acme Electric &
Mfg. Co. of Cuba, New York, outlines
and gives examples of air cooled transformer applications in war production
industry.

4t4?ooIed TRANSFORMERS

CORRECTION

In the article "Using the Slide Rule
in Vector Algebra," appearing in the

May issue of RADIO, typographical errors occur in Example 1, appearing on
page 65.
In the second paragraph of this example the figure 19.8, mentioned twice,
should obviously be 9.8 in each case.
The third paragraph should read in
substance, "The phase angle is the
angle whose tangent is X/R or 15/47.
The tangent as found on the rule is
then .319. The angle is readily found
by placing the right -hand index of C
over .319 on D and reading the angle
on the tangent scale on the reverse side
of the rule. This angle is found to be
17.7 degrees."

BECAUSE!

THIS MONTH

[Continued from page 46]
The bulletin also describes in detail
the various types of air -cooled transformers manufactured by this company, and lists the complete range of
55 degree ratings in auto type, two
winding type, three winding type and
four winding type transformers tip to
50 KVA.

NEW "UNIVERSAL" EXPEDITER

Neville Robinson, formerly materiel
expediter with the Plomb Tool Co..
Los Angeles, has joined the staff of
the Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., in the same capacity.

*

GIRL SAVES MAN HOURS

SHEARS

-

-DI

-A ero
BRAKES
Brake forms non-stock
angles channels or
angles,
"Vees ".
or left hand
operation. Folding width

DI -Aero

ht

Shear squares and sizes

material, cuts strips.
makes slits or notches.

-Brake No. -12'.
-

-

trims duplicated stampings. Shearing width
Shear No. 1
6'. Shear
9'. Shear No. 3
No. 2

- - *

Brake No.

Brake No. 3

The U. S. Army and
Navy found that we are
doing a real war time
job, they awarded us the
Army -Navy "E" Burgee
for excellence of product and outstanding per-

formance of production.
We shall proudly fly

the Army -Navy "E"
Burgee and continue
production of the vital
war product we manufacture for our armed
forces until Victory is
won.

1

2

18'

12.

- - ,t,

-

BENDERS
DI -Acro Bender bends uncle. rhnnue1 rod,
tubing, wire moulding. strip stock. etc. Capacity
!tender No. f
round cold rolled steel bar. Bender
'. <' cold rolled steel bar.
No. 2

*

HENRY FORSTER

MAKES PARTS WITHOUT DIES

-

"Beat The Promise" on delivery this new way: Use The Dl -ACRO System of "Metal
Duplicating Without Dies"
and finish parts before dies could hardly be started.
DI -ACRO Machines
Shears, Brakes, Benders
are precision -built
STANDARDIZED units so designed you can readily convert them into
highly SPECIALIZED productive machines suited to your own particular needs. You may adjust, alter or remove any of the original contact
surfaces, attach operating clamps, guides and gauges, or quickly set up
your own forming surfaces or conversions. Either right or left hand
operation and mounting of each unit. The result is a practically unlimited adaptability for a great variety of DIE-LESS DUPLICATING.
Write for catalog
"Metal Duplicating Without Dies ".

-

-

-

0,,L1..1C
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SPEAKERS

INCORPORATED

Cullerton St.
Chicago, Illinois

221 East

63

LAFAYETTE OPENS WAR ORDER
DIVISION

To expedite orders for vital materials necessary to the war effort,
Lafayette Radio Corporation of Chicago have opened a special division to
facilitate prompt deliveries and procurement of war materials.

iff

S.

el_1

Berk and D. Muir

The new division will be in charge
of Mr. David Muir according to an announcement made by Mr. S. W. Berk,
vice president. Mr. Muir has long been
associated with Lafayette and was
formerly in charge of purchases.
*

Extra- generously sealed

SALES MANAGERS CLUB. WESTERN

against moisture penetration
and drying out of electrolyte!

GROUP, CHANGES TITLE

-

"V" for Victory,
This PRSV
Aerovox Dandee is geared to
wartime radio maintenance. The
hig' grade dry electrolytic section is
housed in the moisture -proof cardboard case with wax -sealed ends.
Long and satisfactory life is guaranteed. Millions of Dandees in use
prove :t.

AEROVOX
DANDEES
raPRS Single-Section

resin25to450
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The Sales Managers Club, Western
Group, a trade association of radio
parts manufacturers which has been in
existence for over ten years, has
changed its name to the Association of
Electronic Parts and Equipment Manufacturers, to be known in the trade
as "E. P. & E. M." The Association,
which now has over fifty members, has
made this change so as to be readily
identified with the industry which it
represents. There will be no change in
the functions of the organization. The
group meets on the second Thursday
of each month in Chicago, and has
been a potent factor in radio industry
matters. It is currently rendering a
service to its members on priorities
problems, price controls, government
contracts and regulations, and manpower problems. It is also giving
earnest consideration now to postwar
planning. The present chairman of
E. P. & E. M. is Mr. Jerome J. Kahn.
The Sales Managers Club, Eastern
Group, has not changed its name but
will continue its identity and affiliation
with the Western Group as heretofore.
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NEW "UNIVERSAL" OFFICIALS

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX CORP., NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.
In

Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

Export: 100 VANIce ST., N.Y.

C.

Cable: 'ARLAB'

James R. Fouch, who founded the
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., in 1928 and who has been its
President since that time, late in March
became Chairman of the Board.
The Presidency will be filled b)
James L. touch, former vice -president,

'64
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who has been with the organization
practically since its inception.
The new Vice- President and Treasurer will be Cecil L. Sly, former Secretary- Treasurer, who joined the company two years ago as controller.
The new Secretary will be Durwood
(Jack) Allen, with the firm the last
three years in accounting control capacities.

U. S. ARMY

SIGNAL CORPS
U. S. NAVY
APPROVED

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS
PICTURE?

Are You
Making Good
in Your New Radio Job?
Here's how you can acquire the ability to "make good" now -and to
enjoy security in the years to come.
Hundreds of radiomen have been given responsible jobs throughout the radio industry -jobs in government, broadcasting,
manufacturing, aviation -jobs which in
many instances require a thorough knowledge of practical radio engineering.
If you are a practical radioman who
realizes that fortunate circumstances have
placed you in a job requiring technical
abil;ty of high calibre .. .
If you are
art enough to know that
you will "get by" in your job only so long
man is unavailable . .
fully
qualified
as a
If you here the ambition to make good
in your new job and rise to even a still
better job
-then a CREI home study course in
.

Practical Radio Engineering will help you
to acquire the technical knowledge demanded by the better high paying position
in technical radio.

NAF-1136.1
PL-68, PL-54
PL-55, JK-26
JK-48, PL-291
NAF-212938-1

Write for Details

About CREI Home Study Courses

you are a professional radioman and want to make
more money- let us prove to
you we have something you
need to qualify for the BET-

TER career -cob opportunities
that can be yours. To help
us intelligently answer your
inquiry- PLEASE STATE
BRIEFLY YOUR EDUCATION, RADIO EXPERIENCE AND PRESENT

Prompt Deliveries

POSITION.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO LTD
424 WARREN LANE
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Free Booklet Sent

,

CAPITOL RADIO

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Dept. RA-6, 3224 -16th St., N. W., Washington, 10, O. C.
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Crystal -Controlled
Frequency Meters

(Secondary Standard)

Portable or A. C. Models for Field, Aircraft, Marine, Factory, Laboratory or
Shop Use.
Extremely easy to operate. No calibration or tuning charts necessary.
Transmits accurate frequency carrier
signals every 10 KC and every 100 KC from
100 kilocycles to 45 megacycles; also
marker carriers every 1000 KC from megacycle to 120 megacycles. Also used for
frequencies of less than multiples of 10.
Sets transmitters that are not crystal
controlled on any desired frequency.
Checks accuracy of field or production
oscillators, signal generators and frequency
meters not crystal controlled,
Checks frequency
characteristics
of
crystal controlled transmitters, receivers.
Portable Model 18C illustrated is
equipped with Bliley dual- frequency
crytal, "A" and "B" batteries, and
tubes
1299 oscillator, I LAG class
"C" amplifier, 1291 multi -vibrator
an.i 11.84 modulator)
Size 71/2" x
10yz'' x 12 ". Weight 12 lbs.
1

(
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Send for New "Telrad" Bulletin
FRED E. GARNER
Mfrs. of Radionic and Optical Equipment
Chicago, Illinois

39 E. Ohio Street

Missing from Mr. Thomas' lapel is
the "E" pin which he wears with pride.
Having won the Army-Navy Award
last September and more recently the
added Star for maintenance of its production record, IRC in acknowledging
Mr. Thomas' outstanding performance
as Works Manager has announced his
election as Vice President in charge of
Production.
Mr. Thomas is one of the pioneer
production men in radio manufacturing
having been associated with the industry since the early 1920's. He is a
member of the Radio Club of America
and both through his former connections and his IRC activities is well and
favorably known throughout the field.

RdIL

*

HAM'S PARADISE

With $3000 -$5000

Per Year Pay

If you

have at least a Class A ham
license, good electrical background, know
how to build your own transmitters, receivers and test equipment- and are not
now employed at your fullest capacity or
can get a release:
We can use you in our lab or in test or
design work!
Send full data, including a small photo
(which will not be returned), also draft
status, salary required, etc. We are located
in the Middle West and are engaged 100%
in war work.

-

Address Box 283

RADIO MAGAZINE
133 West 43rd Street New York. 18, N. Y.
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6327 Guilford Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH SUPPLY
AGENCY

sen-

TRIPLET

highly Ile 4.58 easily portAlone sca
come act,
sitive,

eblc.G.5.1erC

Voltage Ranges

12

MODEL
eres.
$ix,DO ticur amperes.
Ramal
Ó2S
including mcsndRanges to
liamamperes

PORTpgLE
TESTER

Resistance

meggohm Case 6.7[5'.2'x2,..

Bakelite

11

è

Although some older designs are no longer
obtainable, several alternate models are available to you under Government requirements.
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON. OHIO

The Electronic Research Supply
Agency, which will provide radio laboratories serving the Army or Navy
with critical components not quickly
available elsewhere, will not be required to accept orders on the basis of
their ratings, according to a directive
to the Agency just issued by C. E. Wilson, Executive Vice Chairman of the
War Production Board.
The Agency has not been fully set
up administratively and is not yet engaged in actual operations. Announcement of the organizational details, with
the names of those with whom the laboratories can deal and the location of
the Agency's office, will be made later.
Based upon directions to be given by
the Army, the Navy, the Office of
Scientific Research and Development
and WPB, the Agency itself will work
out the sequence in which orders on it
will be filled. In dealing with its own
suppliers, the Agency will be assigned
ratings by WPB or will extend the
ratings of its customers. It is authorized to apply for priorities assistance
or allotments on approved forms.
The Agency was organized for use
of electronic laboratories whose needs
could not be supplied on time in commercial channels. Laboratories are expected to continue to draw upon their
usual suppliers to the fullest extent,
using the Agency only for last resort.

*

"THE
INDUCTANCE

AUTHORITY"
By EDWARD

M. SHIEPE,
B.S., N.E.E.

THE ONLY

BOOK OF ITS KIND IN THE
1 WORLD, "The Inductance Authority" entirely dispenses with any and all computation

for the construction of solenoid coils for tuning
with variable or fixed condensers of any capacity,
covering from ultra frequencies to the borderline
of audio frequencies. All one has to do is to
read the charts. Accuracy to 1 per cent may be
attained. It is the first time that any system dispensing with calculations and correction factors

has been presented.
There are thirty -eight charts, of which thirty six cover the numbers of turns and inductive results for the various wire sizes used in commercial practice (Nos. 14 to 32), as well as the different types of covering (single silk, cotton double silk, double cotton and enamel) and diameters of 44,
1, l r/e, net, 19¢,
13, 2,
2r/ 235, 2F4 and 3 inches.
Each turns chart for a given wire has a separate curve for each of the thirteen form diameters.
The book contains all the necessary informa.
tion to give the final word on coil construction
to service men engaged in replacement work,
home experimenters, short -wave enthusiasts, amateurs, engineers, teachers, students, etc.
There are ten pages of textual discussion by
Mr. Shiepe, graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, in which the considerations
fot accuracy in attaining inductive values are
set forth.
The book has a flexible fiber black cover, the
page size is 9x12 inches and the legibility of all
curves (black lines on white field) is excellent.

?,

PRICE AT YOUR

"E" FLAG

STAR FOR RCA

The Army -Navy Production Award
for meritorious services on the production front has been won for the second
time by the Radio Corporation of
America's plant at Harrison, N. J., according to notification received from
Robert P. Patterson, Under Secretary
of War. To mark the maintenance of
high production standard a white star
has been added to the Army -Navy "E"
Flag, presented to the workers at the
Harrison plant on September 8, 1942,
for "high achievement in the production of war equipment."

iv,

DEALER OR DIRECT -$2.50

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
350 Greenwich St.

I

Dept. E.6)

New York

aviniVit

LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT

FOR QUARTZ CRYSTAL PRODUCTtnN
rb
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LAP' UNIT

If -Inch
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DIAMOND
SAW

Sold Only
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Priority

Send for

Literature to
Covington Lapidary
Engineering Co.
Radland,. Cal

1012 -14 McGee St. Kansas City, Mo.
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Hytron Corp.
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Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.
Johnson Co., E. F.

20
56

Ken -Rad Tube

&

Lamp Corp.
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Lafayette Radio Corp.
Meck Industries. John
Meissner Mfg. Co.
Monarch Mfg. Co.
Muter Co., The
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....Cover
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60
59

64

National Union Radio Corp.

17

O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co.

63

Pioneer Gen-E -Motor

57

Racon Electric Co.
Radell Corp.
Radio Speakers, Inc.
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.
Rola Co., Inc.

43
65
63
9
49

Scientific Radio Prods.
Shallcross Mfg. Co.
Simpson Electric Co.
Solar Mfg. Corp.

18
12
51
7

66
Triplett Elec. Inst. Co.
54
Dept.
U. S. Treasury
United Transformer Co. ...Cover 2
65
Universal Microphone Co.
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Utah Radio Products Co.

Wilcox Electric Co., Inc.
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Should you need special crystal types we are
ready to produce them now
small or large
quantities. And the crystals we produce to your
temperature coefficient and absolute frequency
speci=ications, will be exact! If you are rushed:
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[Nis), Gertrude Theberge,
955
ultra-high-frequency per -formance tests.

rtcotds results of

TO PROVIDE THE EQUIPMENT

ONE

Specicofists on the Factory Front must back up those
on the Fighting Front. As an American, you would be

proud to see at Hytron carefully trained girls holding
down important superviscry and technical jobs, and

displaying manual dexterity on fine work which

a

watchmaker world admire.
Here a` Hytron

we.

realize fully our responsibility for

fashioning well the radar, radio, and electronic tubes
upon whose performance the lives of our fighting men

depend. To fulfill this trust, we have gone all out to

train hundreds of new specialists capable of building
to exacting stardards countless dependable War
tubes. That their skills may help bring closer the day
VR105 -30 and VR150 -3C
Gaseous voltage- regulator tubes

when our boys come marching home, is the sole purpose of all Hytron employees.
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